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The di electric pt"Opert ies of polyc hlorotrifluoroethylene ( '1' m= 224 °C, T g = 52 °C) h ave 
been measured at temperatures between - 50 and + 250 °C, and at frequ encies between 
0.1 cis a nd 8.6 kMc/s. Specim ens of known crystallinit ies, ra nging from x = 0.80 to x = O.OO 
(pure liquid) were studied . Co mprehens ive tables of data a rc prese nted. The experi
mental techniques emplo.ved to measure the dielectric properties over these wide r'anges of 
temperature, fr equency, phys ical sta te, and sa mple type (disks, cylinders, and t hin film s), 
are discussed. The operat ion a nd calibrat ion of the specimen holder, bridges, r esona nt 
circuits, and waveguide a ppamtus used are discussed in detail. 

When t he dielectric loss index, , ", at 1 cis is plotted as a fun ction of temperature for a 
highly crystalline specimen (x = 0.80), where the crystallini ty co ns ists la rgely of la mellar 
spheruli tes, Llu-ee dist in ct loss peaks a re readily apparent. These peaks occur at abo ut 
- 40 °C (low-te mperaLure process), 95 ° C (i nterm edi ate-Le mperature process), and 150 °C 
(high-temperature pt'ocess) . The dielect ri c data a re co mpared with t he m ec ha ni cal loss 
data obtained at 1 cis by McCrum. Mech a nical loss pcaks at temperatures vir t ua lly 
iden t ical to Lhose in t he , " ve r~ us T plot a re fo und . 

The high-tempemtuTe process is attri b uted to the presence of well-form ed chain-folded 
lamella r spherulites. Some ev idence poin ts to the surfaces of t he la mellae as the site of the 
loss}mec ha nism. The high-temperature loss peak docs no t appear in resolved form in n011-
spheruli t ic s peci mens even when the crystalli nity is hi gh. The intermediate-tempemture 
process or'igin 'ttes in the norm al supe rcooled a morp hous phase, and is du e to t he co mplex 
dipol e relaxat ion effects involving mot ions of la rge numbers of poly mer cha in seg ments t hat 
a re assoc iated wi th t he onset of the glass transition at T g = .52 °C. As de termined by i7 - T 
da.ta, the glass trnns it ion tempemture at T g = 52 °C t hat is associated wi t ll t his r elaxation 
effect docs not shift appreciably wit h increas ing crys tallini ty. The low-temperature dielec
Lrie loss process, wh ich is acLive fa r belo w T " or igin ntes principa lly in t Ile supercooled 
a morphous regions, and ev iden t ly corresponds to a fa irly simple motion involvin g a small 
number of chain segments. This process t ends to exhibi t a nomalous behavior in highly 
crystalline specimens, pctrLicula.rly at 101V temperatures. 

A la rge dipo la r contribu t ion of the crys tals to the static di electric cons tant was observed. 
This co nLribut ion increased with in creas in g temperature, an d correspo nded to a very r a pid 
dipole reorientat ion process (T~10- rr sec at 23 °C). 

1. Introduction 

Polychloro trifluoroethylene, abbreviated here as 
PCTFE, h as the chemical repeat uni t 

The molecular asymmetry oJ the repeat unit gives 
rise to a permanent dipole moment thclL sub tends a 
righ t angle to the carbon chain axis . 

Our original interest in iuvestiga ting the dielectric 
behavior of this substance stemmed in large part 
from the fact that the polymer molecule possesses no 
side groups capable of independent orientation, such 
as complicate the investigation of certain other 
polymer systems. In PCTFE, one can be quite 
certain that any dielectric relaxation effects that arc 
observed, whether originating in the crystalline or 

amorphous cornponcnts, arc to be att ribu ted to 
motions involving portions of t he polymer chain 
backbone. 

The dielectric properties of PCTFE were investi
gated over a limited range of temperature and 
frequency by R eynolds, Thomas, Sharbaugb, and 
Fuoss [1] 1 in 1951. It was clearly established by 
them that the dielectric properties of low molecular 
wmght PCTFE waxes were strongly affected when 
crystallization took place. A high molecular weigh t 
specimen was also studied, but the effect of changing 
degree of crystallinity was not investigated. Hart
shorn , Parry, and Rushton [2], and Mikhailov and 
Sazhin [3], studied high molecular weight PCTFE 1 

and gave more extensive information on its dielectric 
properties. In these later studies, samples of varying 
but unknown degrees of crystallinity were investi
gated, so that only a qualitative connection could b e 
established between degree of crystallini ty and di
electric properties. 

1 Figures iu brackets indicate the literature refereuces at the cnd of this paper. 
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Hoffman and Weeks [4] have demonstrated a 
means whereby the degree of crystallinity of POTFE 
over a wide range of temperature can be simply and 
accurately determined by measurements of the 
specific volume. This facilitates an attempt at a 
quantitative analysis of the dielectric data in terms 
of the degree of crystallinity. 

The present investigation was undertaken to 
provide accurate dielectric data upon samples of 
known thermal history and degree of crystallinity 
over a wide temperature range (-50 to + 250 00), 
and a frequency range (0.1 to almost 1010 cis) much 
broader than that studied by earlier investigators. 
From these data, an attempt can then be made to 
correlate the observed dielectric behavior with the 
degree of crystallinity and other variables. Special 
interest attaches to the identification of the contri
butions of the amorphous and crystalline phases to 
the dielectric behavior, and to differences in dielectric 
properties exhibited by specimens of nearly identical 
crystallinity prepared by different crystallization 
techniques. 

The extension of the frequency range down to 
0.1 cis is made possible by the use of a low-frequency 
bridge described in detail elsewhere [5]. Nakajima 
and Saito [6] have reported measurements of the 
dielectric properties of POTFE in the frequency 
range of 0.1 to 106 cis in which a bridge of rather 
similar capabilities was used. 

2. Specimens 

2 .1. Materials 

All specimens used in this investigation were 
prepared from laboratory samples of Kcl-F grade 300 
polymer, which was supplied in sheet form by Dr. 
H. S. Kaufman. The number average molecular 
weight of the polymer was stated to be approximately 
415,000. The equilibrium melting point of the crys
tals in the polymer is estimated to be 224 ± 1 DC [7]. 
If the crystals are small, as is the case when they 
are formed at large or moderate subcooling, tbe ob
served melting point of a specimen will be somewhat 
lower, values ranging from 212 to 218 DC being com
monly observed [7]. The normal glass transition in 
the amorphous component of this semicrystallillE~ 
polymer is at 52 DC, as determined by the change of 
slope of volume-temperaturc curves [4]. 

2.2. Preparation of Specimens 

The specimens employcd in this investigation are 
divided into five categories determincd by their 
degree of crystallinity and thermal history. The 
determination of the degree of crystallinity, x, is 
given in section 2.4. In general, the specimcn desig
nations denote the degree of crystallinity of the 
material. 

Q. Specimen 0.80 

The three specimens described below had dcgrees of 
crystallinity near x = 0.80 and similar thermal his-

tories. These specimens are therefore referred to 
jointly as "specimen 0.80." They were prepared 
from PCTFE that had been crystallized from the 
melt according to the procedure of Hoffman and 
Weeks [4]. The material was heated to 250 DC, 
which is well above the melting point, and then 
brought successively to temperatures of 200 and 190 
DC, residing one day at each of these temperatures. 
The material was then maintained at 180 00 for 
three days, after which it was cooled to room tem
perature over a period of a few hours. Typical 
spherulitic crystallization occurs under these con
ditions. This cloudy-white material was then ma
chined into a disk-shaped specimen, 4.2448 cm in 
diameter, which was called specimen 0.80A. Dielec
tric measurements were made upon specimen 0.80A 
using the Schering bridge and Q-meter described in 
appendix 6.3. Specimen 0.80B was then prepared 
from specimen 0.80A by machining the disk down to 
about 2.54 cm in diameter, the specimen diameter 
required by the re-entrant cavity described in ap
pendix 7.1. Specimen 0.80B was employed in meas
urements involving the re-entrant cavity and the 
low-frequency bridge (0.1 to 200 cis). The speci
mens employed in the microwave measurements 
were prepared by nearly the same procedure, and 
attained a degree of crystallinity of 78 percent. 

The general method of crystallization described 
above is referred to as "crystallization from the melt" 
in the text. 

The reader is cautioned that the name "specimen 
0.80" is not intended to imply that the degree of 
crystallinity of the specimen always remains at 
x = 0.80. As is discussed below, the degree of crys
tallinity of this specimen decreases appreciably when 
it is heated above about 175 DC. 

b. Specimen 0.44 

We refer here to two disk-shaped specimens of 
different diameters which were both 44 percent 
crystalline. They were prepared from bulk ma
terial about 2 mm thick which had been previously 
heated above the melting point to 250 DC, and then 
plunged into ice water. Specimen 0.44A was a disk 
4.4033 cm in diameter. Specimen 0.44B was pre
pared by machining specimen 0.44A to a diameter 
of about 2.54 cm. Specimen 0.44A ftnd 0.44B are 
jointly referred to as "specimen 0.44." These 
specimens had a slightly opalescent appearance. 
but were optically much clearer than specimen 0.80 . 
The above technique is referred to in the text as 
"quench crystallization." 

c. Specimen 0.12 

This specimen was 12 percent crystalline. It was 
prepared from a thin film about 0.15 mm thick 
which had been pressed from the bulk material, 
heated to 250 DC, and plunged into ice water. The 
resultant thin film was optically clear. 

In order to study the dielectric properties of 
nearly amorphous PCTFE at low temperatures, it 
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is nc(;cssal'Y to resort to measuring quenched thin 
films rather than thick specimens. This is the case 
because between 120 and 170 DC there exists a 
temperature I'egion in which extr~mely l'~pid crys
tallization takes place [7], and a thICk specrmcn (say 
2 mm thick) cannot b e cooled rapidly enough 
through this region to prevent a signifi?ant amount 
of crystallization. A. thin film havmg a large 
surIacc-to-volume ratw may b e quenched more 
rapidly than the bulk material, thus achieving a 
lower deo-ree of crystallinity. Such a weakly erys
tall ine fi~n will crystallize further if heated above 
approximately 60 DC. 

d. Specimen 0 .73 

This specimen was prepared by annealing specimen 
0.44B (quench crystallized bulk material) at 190 
DC for two weeks. This increased the degree of 
crys tallinity to x = 0.73. I t is important to note 
that this specimen was not crystallized directly from 
the melt as was specimen 0.80, but rather from a 
previously quenched specimen . This was done . so 
that tho dielectric properties of specimens WIth 
nearly the same high degr ee of erystallini~y, but 
with erystals nucleated and grown under drfferent 
conditions might be comparcd. This crystallization 
process i; referred to as the "quench---'7 anneal" 
technique. 

e. Specimen 0 .0 (Liquid Phase) 

By warmin g a disk specimen above T m = 224 DC, 
a body with no crystallinity (x= O.OO ) could b e 
readily obtained. A specimen made in t il is ,~ay 
was studied up to 250 DC. Then by supercoolIng, 
the completely amorphous phase was studied down 
to about 200 DC. The onset of crystallization 
prevented measurements below this t~mp~ratur<:.,: 2 
D etails of the methods used to obtam dIelectrIC 
measurements on the liquid specimens, which tended 
to flow somewhat, are given in appendix 5.3. 

Fio-Ul'e 1 shows the temperature dependence of 
the degree of crystallinity and the specific volume 
of the various specimens. 

All the above mentioned specimens, with Lhe 
exception of those used for the micr<;Hvave meas~re
ments, and specimen 0.0, were !l1achmed or cut ;mto 
disk shapes with areas and thIcknesses determmed 
by methods given b elow. 

2.3. Determina.tion of Dimensions of Disk Specimens 

The area A23 at 23 DC was calculated from the 
average of several measurements of the specimen's 
diameter taken from various points on the circum
ference. A traveling microscope graduated to 0.0001 
cm was employed for this purpose. 

The average thickness of the specimen t23 at 23 DC 
was not directly measured but was calculated from 

2 The rate of crystallization incr~ases as the temperature is ~ow~re~ below T m. 

At 210 °C the rate of crystallizatIOn from the supercooled hqUld IS altogether 
negligible: but below a bout 200 °C, the rate beoomes high enough to interfere 
in the time required to measure E' and Elf. 
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FIGURE 1. Temperature dependence of the degree of crystal
linity, x, and the specific volume,V, of the specimens. 

the equation 

V 23 V23W air 

A 23 A 23 1 
(1) 

where V 23 is the specific volume at 23 DC, Wair the 
weight of the specimen in air, and V 23 is Lhe volume 
of the specimen at 23 DC. The specific volume em
ployed in eq (1) was measll'ed using the buoyancy 
t echnique. The specimen was weighed in air, .and 
then in distilled water 3 at 23 DC (Wwater)' GlVen 
the density of the water, Pwater, the specific volume 
was calculated from the equation 

(2) 

A discussion of the accuracy of -the measurements 
of A 23 and t23 is given in appendL'C 5.1.e. 

The above method of determining the average 
thickness of a specimen is distinctly superior to 
direct measurements using a micrometer, particu
larly for molded or machined specimens which have 

3 Distilled water was selected as a suitable immersion fluid for PCTFE since 
the density of water is very well known and since the water absorption of PCTFE 
is unmeasurably small. A small Quantity of wetting agent was added to the 
water to reduce surface tenSion. This affected the density of the water by no 
mOre than 10 ppm. 



'fA B LE 1. Physical characteristics oj the disk and thin film specimens 

Dp~rrr of Specific 
'rhickn ess V acuum 

Specimen crysta ll in ity Rem arks VO IUll1f' at A rpa, A 23 ca paf' itance 
t" 

X 23 0C , \ T23 C~ Z3 

cm3 q- l cm2 ern pf 
0.80A 0. 80 Crys t allized slowly from melt. Specimrn highly 0.4625 14. 141 0.2315 5. 408 
0. 80B sph erulitic. U as white clo udy appearance. . 4624 5.0523 . 2309 I. 937 

0.44A .44 Quench crystallized. Specimen con ta ins no visible . 4711 15.228 . 1840 7. 328 
0. 44]3 spherulites . Opt ica ll y rather transparent. . 47ll 5.0658 . 1832 2. 448 

0. 73 .73 Crys tallized by Qucnch-----> anneal method. . 4642 5.0561 . 1750 2.558 
Specimen conta in s no visible spherulites . Opti-
cally fairly transparen t. 

0.12 .1 2 P repa red by ra pid Quen ching of thin fil m . Opt i- . 4788 20.333 .01464 123. 0 
ca ll y traT~spa rcnt. 

the usual slight surface irregularities. (The effect 
of such surf ace irregularities upon the dielectric 
measurements is considered in appendix 5.3.) In 
measuring a rigid material, a micrometer r eads the 
maximum thickness of the material between its 
faces, and unless the two surfaces are perJect, the 
desir ed average thickn ess is not obtained. Using 
the specific volume method outlined above, the 
measuremen t "probe" consists of the liquid which 
establishes intimate contact with the surface, fol
lowing its minute irregularities. Furthermore, if 
the material whose thickness is desired is somewhat 
soft, use of a micrometer tends to compress the 
specimen between its faces. Immersion in a liquid 
subjects the specimen only to very mild and uni
form pressures. 

The values of A and t at other temperatures are 
calculable from the change in specific volume with 
temperature, which has b een previously m easured 
[4] . 

Values of V 23, .JP, t 23 , and Cv23 for the specin1ens 
employed are given in table 1. Here Cv23 is the 
equivalent vacuum capacitance of the specimen at 
23 DC expressed in pf.4 Cv is given by 

(3) 

where EO is the electric constant in the mks rational
ized system (Eo = 8.854 X 10- 12 F/m., = 0.08854 pf/cm) . 

After determining the above physical character
istics, the sp ecimens were given conducting coatings. 
The planar surfaces of specimens 0.80A, 0.80B, 
0.44, and 0.73 were given a conductive coating of 
evaporated gold, while silver conducting paint 
(silver 4922, manufactured by E. 1. DuPont de 
Nemours and Co.) was applied to specimen 0.12. 

2.4. Determination of X 

The degree of crystallinity of a specimen of 
PCTFE (defined here as the mass fraction crystal
lized) is at any temperature defined by the equation 

(4) 

• 1 pf= 1 pico farad = I""f. 

where VI is the specific volu me of the pure liquid 
(ol' glass), 17c is the specific volume of the pure 
crys tal, and 17 the specific volume of the specimen 
in cm3g- 1 _ _ 

The values of VI and Vc at 23 °C are 0.48175 and 
0.45755 respectively [4]. One may then write for 
the degree of crystallinity at 23 DC 

X 
0.48175 - V 23 

0.0242 
(5) 

Using this formula, X can be simply determined 
from the value of V 23. 

The value of X r emains constant with temperature 
as long as those temperature regions in which melting 
or fmther crystallization can take place are avoided. 
In order to avoid further crystallization of specimens 
0.44 and 0.12, they were not heated above 118 and 
60.6 °C, respectively. 

Specimen 0.80, for which dielectric measurements 
were made up to 200 DC, underwent a significant 
amount of partial melting between 175 and 200 DC. 
(This partial melting is actually due to the complete 
melting out of the smaller crystals in the material. ) 
In this region, the value of X decreased, but the 
process was r eversible as long as the specimen was 
brought down in temperature reasonably slowly. 
The temperature dependence of X in this region is 
shown in figure 1. These curves were obtained 
from earlier work [4]. At 150, 175, and 200 DC, the 
value of X for specimen 0.80 is 0.79, 0.75, and 0.65 
respectively. In any analysis of the data in terms 
of x, the variation of X in this temperatme range 
should not be negelected. 

3. Experimental Results 

The reader is referred to the appendix for dis
cussion of the experimental details related to the 
specimen holder, bridges, Q-meter, re-entrant cavity, 
and waveguide apparatus employed in making the 
measurement of the loss index, e", and the real part 
of the relative dielectric constant, E' . 

The results of dielectric measurements are pre
sented in both graphical and tabular form. The 
experimental points are shown on some of the plots 
to give an indication of the accuracy. From the 
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T A BLE 2. S moothed dielectric data f or specimen 0.80 
If (H' and DE" rcpresrnt th e possible errOr in the vai ups of f;' and t" reported b:--low, then , when J< 100 kc/s OE' = 0.15% and 

0," = 1%. Wh en 100 kcls < f< 10 M els tlw n 0,'=0.5% an d 0,"=5%. -
~ 
~mperature -50 °C -35.5 °C -25 °C 0 °0 

FreqUCnc~ " E" X 104 , E" X 104 " t " X 104 " 
Elf X 104 

----~ 
0. 1 c/s 2.597 360 2.65a 264 2.684 187 2.740 100 
.2 2.582 382 2.641 304 2.674 22 1 2.734 lJa 
.5 2.559 389 2.62 1 355 2.661 279 2.727 139 

1 2.540 378 2 604 391 2.647 326 2.721 160 
2 2.522 355 2.584 415 2.631 370 2. 713 IS9 
5 2.500 312 2.558 423 2.605 42 1 2.702 2a9 

10 2.4S6 279 2. 539 410 2. 586 449 2.690 298 
20 2. 474 243 2.5 19 380 2.565 457 2.675 364 
50 2.46 1 J98 2. 498 326 2.538 426 2.651 445 

100 2. 454 J67 2.485 282 2.520 382 2.629 488 
200 2.447 145 2.473 240 2.503 335 2.604 511 
500 2.438 126 2.461 190 2.485 269 2.571 487 

1 kc/s 2.433 lJ3 2.454 163 2.474 224 2.548 444 
2 2.428 104 2.446 145 2.464 192 2.529 391 
5 2.423 95 2.4aS 128 2.455 165 2.507 320 

10 2. 4J8 91 2.433 120 2.448 151 2.495 275 
20 2.4 15 87 2. 427 112 2.441 139 2.485 238 
50 2.4 10 82 2.422 104 2.434 126 2.472 200 

100 2.407 78 2.4J7 100 2.428 120 2.464 183 
200 2.404 74 2.413 96 2.424 115 2.456 170 
310 2.402 70 - ----- ------ ---------- 2.420 lJ2 2.451 165 

I Mc/s 2.397 64 -- . --- -- ---- ----------- 2.4 12 104 2.44 1. 155 
3.2 2.393 57 --.---------- - --------.-- 2. 405 96 2.43 1 149 

10 2.390 51 ---- -- ----- -- - ----- 2. 397 92 2.42 1 
I 

144 

~ Tem peraturc 23 °C 50 °C 75 °C JOO °C 

FI'Cq~ 
--.. 

" Elf X 104 " til X 104 " En X 104 " EI! X 104 

----
O. I ciS 2.772 53 2.798 26 2.832 61 2.862 .\8 
.2 2.770 60 2.797 26 2.83 1 56 2. S60 .\8 
.5 2.765 75 2.796 30 2.827 50 2.858 ,\8 

1 2.762 88 2.794 34 2.824 4{) 2. 856 ,\8 
2 2.758 105 2.793 38 2.82 1 40 2.85-1 59 
5 2.75 1 133 2.79 1 49 2.818 35 2.849 60 

10 2.746 J62 2.788 59 2.816 33 2.846 61 
20 2.737 197 2.785 72 2.815 35 2.842 63 
50 2. 725 257 2.78 1 100 2.812 44 2.838 65 

100 2.7J 4 315 2.777 130 2.8 10 54 2.835 66 
200 2.700 387 2.772 175 2. 808 67 2. 832 !i8 
500 2.672 490 2.760 267 2.804 95 2.828 70 

I kc/s 2.646 549 2.748 348 2.800 13 l 2. 825 76 
2 2.618 572 2.733 445 2.796 188 2.822 90 
5 2.578 536 2.700 58 1 2.784 294 2.8 1S 117 

10 2.555 477 2.672 640 2. 771 41a 2.8 12 166 
20 2. 534 413 2.641 650 2.75 1 544 2.807 244 
50 2.5 10 335 2.596 595 2.706 683 2.792 404 

100 2.498 292 2.57 1 535 2.671 745 2.771 561 
200 2.488 263 2.552 479 2. 64 1 754 2.744 744 
a 10 2.483 248 2.54 1 442 2.623 7J6 2.725 803 

I Mc/s 2.468 229 2.516 363 2.58 1 586 2.665 830 
3.2 2. 454 208 2.493 306 2.547 485 2.602 737 

10 2.440 190 2.475 275 2.5J5 425 2.552 637 
2n2 2. 402 155 - ------_.---- -- - -------- -- - ---------- ----- - - --- 2.470 403 

I k Mcls 2.388 155 .------.----- -- - -------- -- - ---------- -- - ---.---- ------------- ------- ----
3 2. 375 165 . ----._--- -- -- - -------- ---- - -------- -- . -------- -._---.------ ------- - -- -
8.6 2. aoo ISO ------ ----------- ---- - -------- -- - -------- ------- ------ ------ -----

~ 
125 °C 150 °C 175°C 200 °C 

}' I'cq ucney " EI! X 10~ " E" X 104 " E" X 1O~ " EI! X JOt 

0. 1 c/s 2.887 58 2. 926 80 2. 958 102 2.955 532 
.2 2.886 57 2.923 78 2.956 66 2.946 330 
.5 2883 55 2. 918 78 2.955 42 2.942 175 

1 2.881 54 2.915 80 2.955 35 2.941 121 
2 2.879 53 2.913 83 2.954 30 2.940 79 
5 2.877 52 2.910 85 2. 953 29 2.940 38 

10 2.874 52 2.908 85 2.952 33 2.939 23 
20 2.87 1 54 2.905 83 2.950 42 2.939 15 
50 2.868 58 2.900 79 2.948 58 2.939 II 

100 2.863 6 t 2.896 76 2. 945 70 2.938 II 
200 2.861 65 2.892 74 2.942 83 2.938 13 
500 2.858 71 2.888 73 2.937 99 2.937 20 

1 kc/s 2.854 77 2.885 72 2.932 lit 2.937 28 
2 2.852 82 2.882 74 2.927 137 2.935 40 
5 2.846 92 2.878 82 2.919 119 2.933 58 

10 2.842 104 2.875 92 2.913 116 2.930 73 
20 2.839 127 2.871 107 2.908 113 2.927 89 
50 2.832 187 2.865 131 2.902 123 2.920 111 

JOO 2.825 277 2.860 175 2.898 142 2.916 127 
200 2.814 432 2.854 243 2.892 171 2.9 13 146 
a l0 2.808 552 2.848 314 2.887 214 2.909 158 

1 Mc/s 2. 757 826 2.823 608 2.867 421 2. 900 246 
3. 2 2.688 920 2. 768 821 2.825 793 2.882 518 

10 2.610 873 2,700 1018 2. 762 1090 2.849 IOt3 
292 -- ---------- - - - -------- 2.560 852 - - - --- - ----- - -- --- ------ . -. -------- - - -- - ------- -
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TABLE 3. Smoothed dielectric data for specimen 0.44 

at' and DEli t tho possible error in the values of t.' and E" reported below, are functio ns of the frequency and temperature. 
When T:<;50 °C and 1:<;100 kc/s then /),' = 0.15% an d /),"=1% . 
When T<50 °C and 100 kc /s <1<10 Me/s then /),' = 0.5% an d .,"=5%. 
When T :>50 °C and 1:<;100 kc/s and .,'=0.6% and 1lE" = 1.5% and when 1'>50 °C and 100 kc/s <1:<; to Me/s then /) , ' = 1% and 

ot"=6%. 

~rature -50°C -36°C -24.5°C +0.5°C 

Frequency ~ " E" X 10' " 
O. 1 e/s 2.473 274 2.531 
.2 2.459 289 2.518 
.5 2.442 295 2.501 

1 2.428 287 2.486 
2 2.414 268 2.471 
5 2.399 238 2.450 

10 2. 390 215 2.435 
20 2.382 191 2.421 
50 2. 372 160 2.404 

100 2.367 137 2.393 
200 2.361 117 2.384 
500 2.355 98 2.373 

1 kc/s 2.351 86 2.367 
2 2.347 75 2. 361 
5 2.344 65 2.354 

10 2.341 61 2.351 
20 2.338 58 2.348 
50 2.335 54 2.344 

100 2. 333 51 2.340 
200 2.331 48 2.338 
310 2.330 46 ------- ------

1 Me/s 2.326 41 ---- -- -------
3. 2 2. 324 36 ---- - --------

10 2.321 30 -------------

~ 
~erature 23°C 50 °C 

Frequency ~ " E" X 104- " f" X 10' 

0. 1 e/s 2. 755 119 2.837 64 
.2 2.750 135 2.835 67 
.5 2. 741 160 2.831 75 

1 2.734 188 2.828 85 
2 2.725 219 2.824 98 
5 2.712 268 2.818 124 

10 2.700 317 2.811 149 
20 2.686 375 2.804 183 
50 2.662 452 2.793 248 

100 2.640 513 2.782 306 
200 2.615 573 2. 770 383 
500 2.577 628 2.742 518 

1 kc/s 2.548 647 2.715 628 
2 2.514 632 2. 689 731 
5 2. 478 575 2.642 857 

10 2.453 505 2.597 880 
20 2.433 429 2. 556 860 
50 2.408 352 2.500 764 

100 2.394 301 2.465 670 
200 2.383 260 2.442 587 
310 2. 375 235 2.426 540 

1 Mc/s 2.362 184 2.390 423 
3.2 2.351 152 2.365 336 

10 2. 338 125 2.343 270 
292 2. 316 80 -------- ----- --- ---- - ---

smooth lines drawn through the points on such 
figures, the smooth ed data presented in tables 2 
to 5 5 were obtained . The smoothed data are pre
sen ted rather than the actual data in order to eliminate 
occasional points which are obviously excessively 
in error, as well as minimize the random effects of 
experimental errol' which arise from the limitations 
of the accuracy of the measuring apparatus. The 
experimental accuracy is discussed in detail in the 
appendix and is indicated in the legends of tables 
2 through 6. 

All the experimental loss index data have been 
corrected by subtracting out t he loss component due 
to d-c resistance when this componen t exceeds 10 - 4. 

The d-c resistance was determined by observing the 
current in the specimen after applying a d-c voltage. 

'In add ition to the data r eported in tables 2 a n d 3, measUl'ements were made on 
s pecimen 0.80 a t 90,112,136, a nd 160° C and on s pecimen 0.44 at 105, 110, and 116° C. 
'1'he above m easurements extended from 0.1 to 200 e/s. These points were used 
to determine activation energies and are not given in the tables. 

e" X 10" " E" X 10' .' f" X 10' 

253 2.570 240 2.663 186 
278 2.560 264 2.654 203 
305 2.544 297 2.640 234 
320 2.529 320 2.628 264 
325 2. 514 343 2.616 299 
321 2.491 358 2.598 352 
309 2.474 369 2. 582 393 
288 2.456 369 2.563 435 
248 2.434 336 2.535 475 
217 2.419 300 2.513 485 
189 2.407 265 2.489 475 
154 2.392 219 2.461 439 
130 2.384 190 2 .442 400 
110 2.376 165 2.426 356 
93 2.368 134 2.406 292 
85 2.363 115 2.395 247 
78 2.358 100 2.384 210 
73 2. 352 87 2.373 170 
69 2.348 81 2.366 147 
66 2.344 79 2.361 127 

- ----- -- --- - ----- ---- --- ---- - - -- --- 2.357 118 
- -------- -- - --- - - ---- --- ---- - -- ---- 2.349 95 
- ----- -- --- ---- - -------- ---- - -- ---- 2.340 82 
- -- ----- --- ------------- -- -- - -- - --- 2.334 73 

75 °C 100 °C 118 °C 

" f" X 104 " E" X 10' " f" X 10" 

2.888 89 2.955 162 2.992 89 
2.884 82 2.947 169 2.988 100 
2.879 75 2.937 170 2.983 lI8 
2.876 71 2.930 166 2.977 132 
2.872 6S 2. 922 159 2.971 145 
2.867 65 2.913 148 2.961 163 
2.864 68 2.907 142 2. 953 174 
2. 861 73 2.900 136 2.945 179 
2.856 89 2.892 127 2.935 181 
2.853 116 2.887 123 2.928 176 
2.848 138 2.880 121 2.919 170 
2.839 200 2.875 127 2.909 162 
2.83 1 266 2.869 136 2.902 158 
2.820 359 2. 864 158 2. 895 161 
2.795 539 2.856 211 2.886 171 
2.764 695 2.847 283 2.880 191 
2.729 878 2.837 396 2.873 234 
2. 670 1018 2.810 634 2.859 347 
2.618 1086 2. 778 850 2.848 496 
2.564 1076 2.728 1070 2.829 715 
2.538 1040 2.693 l175 2.811 880 
2.466 811 2. 601 1207 2.727 1222 
2.412 609 2.515 1050 2.620 1282 
2.374 465 2.448 840 2. 523 1178 

- -- --- - -- ---- ----------- 2.352 386 - -- ---- --- --- ---- - - - - -- -

The d-c resistance (Rac) was computed from readin gs 
obtained after the obsel'Vablc time effRcts had 
vanished. In some cases this involved timrs of about 
103 sec. The loss component due to the d-c resistance 
was computed from the equation 

(6) 

where w is 271' times j, thc frequency. The low
frequency loss data arc affected most by this com
ponent . Even so, at 0.1 cis, € ~'c was less than 10- 4 

for all specimens when the t emperature was less than 
100 °0. The loss data [or specimen 0.44 required 
correction at 100 and 118 00. Even at 118 °0, this 
correction was no t required above 2 cis, so that it 
scarcely altered the shape of the loss peak observed. 
Specimens 0.80 and 0.73 required correction only at 
temperatures at or above 175 00. The loss data of 
the liquid specimen (200 to 250 °0), given in table 6, 
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TABLE 4. Smoothed dielectric data jor specimen 0.12 
'rho accuracies in E' and (:" are about 1% and 3% respectively 

~ 
-36.5°C -24.3°C -3.l o C 22 .7 °C 39.3°C 47.8 °C 60.6°C 

Frequency " ," " ," " ," " ," " ," " ," " ," 
-----

0.02 e/s 2.462 249XlO-' 2.514 234X10-' 2.612 199XlO- ' 2.750 127XI0- ' 2.840 97X10-' 2.886 100XlO- ' 2.982 195X10- ' 
.1 2.436 286 2.488 280 2.592 248 2.739 156 2.830 114 2.877 101 2.968 159 
.2 2.423 299 2. 476 301 2.582 273 2.732 177 2.825 128 2.873 107 2.965 150 
.5 2.405 316 2.458 336 2.565 318 2.722 212 2.818 148 2.867 121 2.959 146 

1.0 2. 391 320 2.442 355 2.550 352 2.712 251 2.812 180 2.861 143 2. 95'1 150 
2 2.378 310 2.427 362 2.535 385 2.701 293 2.803 215 2.855 167 2.949 157 
5 2.361 294 2.406 370 2.511 430 2.684 353 2.791 265 2.845 211 2.941 l71 

10 2.349 278 2.390 368 2.492 462 2.667 415 2.779 321 2.837 252 2. 933 197 
20 2.336 253 2.374 348 2.470 480 2.648 476 2.765 387 2.826 308 2.925 224 
50 2.322 220 2.355 320 2.441 491 2.621 560 2.743 484 2.808 399 2.913 283 

100 2.313 196 2.342 290 2.419 488 2.595 622 2.721 582 2.791 497 2. 900 345 
200 2.306 169 2.331 255 2.398 465 2.566 667 2.694 674 2.768 595 2.885 422 
500 2.298 134 2.317 213 2.371 413 2.524 702 2.651 784 2.731 754 

1 kc/s 2.292 117 2.309 181 2.354 373 2.492 699 2.614 862 2.696 880 
2 2.287 100 2.302 154 2.339 325 2.461 666 2.574 902 2.654 978 
5 2.282 84 2.294 126 2.323 261 2.423 598 2.518 899 2.593 1058 

10 2.278 72 2.289 107 2.313 220 2.398 526 2.478 860 2.545 1062 
20 2.275 64 2.285 92 2.305 184 2.377 452 2.441 782 2.499 11)10 
50 2.272 54 2.280 76 2.296 144 2.35.1 362 2.400 646 2. 443 874 

100 2.270 50 2.277 68 2.290 130 2.342 310 2.374 562 2.407 767 
200 2.269 46 2.275 62 2.286 115 2.330 260 2. 354 448 2.378 659 

TABLE 5.- Smoothed dielectric data jor specimen 0.73 
.,' and .," arc t he possible error in tbe valnes of " and ," reported below. When 1< 100 kc/s then .,' = 0.4% and .,"= 1.<l% and when 1> 100 kc/s then 

.,' = 1.5% and 0."=6.5% 

~ratnre -36.2 °C 23°C 5O.6 °C 75 °C 92.7 ° C 

Frequency ~ " f" X 104 " E" X 104 " E" X 104 " E" X lOt " E" X 10-1 

0.1 e/s 2.594 241 2. 7.52 60 2.788 24 2.823 84 2.856 103 
. 2 2.584 278 2.749 68 2.787 25 2.819 76 2. 851 100 
.5 2.566 325 2.743 84 2. 786 2G 2. 815 67 2.846 95 

1.0 2.551 359 2. 740 102 2. 785 29 2.812 61 2.841 92 
2 2.534 380 2.735 121 2.784 36 2.809 55 2.837 88 
5 2.509 384 2.728 154 2. 782 48 2.806 51 2.833 84 

10 2. 491 369 2.721 191 2.780 60 2.804 50 2.828 80 
20 2.473 345 2.713 231 2.778 77 2.802 50 2.826 77 
50 2.453 297 2.698 300 2.773 113 2.800 54 2.821 72 

100 2. 440 257 2.684 366 2.767 152 2.798 63 2.818 71 
200 2. 430 220 2.667 430 2.760 202 2.796 77 2.815 71 
500 2.418 178 2.637 505 2.747 290 2.792 106 2.811 76 

1 kc/s 2.410 154 2. 613 544 2.734 382 2. 787 144 2.806 88 
2 2. 404 137 2.586 562 2.715 488 2. 782 205 2.803 105 
5 2.397 121 2.550 521 2.681 607 2. 769 324 2. 798 149 

10 2.392 111 2.524 468 2.649 667 2.754 448 2.792 227 
20 2.387 103 2.506 414 2.616 680 2.730 597 2.781 337 
50 2.381 95 2.484 34 1. 2.573 630 2.680 727 2.758 530 

100 2.376 90 2.468 298 2.544 560 2.649 776 2.729 674 
200 2.371 87 2.454 270 2.523 495 2.61l 775 2.693 801 
320 2.367 85 2.446 254 2.508 458 2.588 745 2.665 804 

1 Mc/s 2.360 80 2.426 224 2.477 382 2.545 640 2.598 855 
3.2 2.352 76 2. 410 202 2. 452 315 2.508 532 2.550 727 

10 2.344 74 2.395 187 2. 432 270 2.479 445 2.512 633 
45 2.379 169 

100 2.371 160 

~raturc 108.4 ° C 123.9 ° C 148.9°C 174.5°C 

Frequency ~ " E" X 10" " E" X 10' " E" X 1O( " E" X 10"-

0.1 cis 2.891 123 2.936 122 2.996 34 2.971 14 
.2 2.885 121 2.930 126 2.992 42 2.970 12 
.5 2.878 118 2.923 134 2.989 54 2.970 11 

1.0 2.873 116 2.917 137 2.986 65 2.969 11 
2 2.808 113 2.912 140 2.983 77 2.968 11 
5 2.802 108 2.904 141 2.980 95 2.968 12 

10 2.857 106 2.898 142 2.975 113 2.967 15 
20 2.852 103 2.893 140 2.969 130 2.967 19 
50 2.847 99 2.885 136 2.961 154 2. 966 25 

100 2.842 97 2.878 133 2.953 169 2.965 35 
200 2. 839 95 2.873 127 2.944 181 2.964 47 
500 2.834 92 2.867 120 2.932 190 2.962 70 

1 kc/s 2.830 91 2.862 116 2.923 190 2.958 94 
2 2.826 97 2.856 114 2.915 180 2.953 125 
5 2.821 120 2.849 121 2.905 178 2.942 170 

10 2.817 154 2.844 132 2.897 175 2.933 198 
20 2.811 209 2.839 152 2.888 175 2.924 211 
50 2.799 340 2.831 223 2.879 188 2.909 221 

100 2.784 490 2.825 319 2.872 227 2.901 228 
200 2. 761 680 2.809 469 2.865 295 2.894 267 
320 2.741 802 2. 795 608 2.857 380 2.888 311 

1 Me/s 2.675 945 2. 744 930 2.831 690 2.871 493 
3.2 2.603 910 2.676 1012 2.775 1000 2.832 847 

10 2.545 825 2.600 965 2.702 1205 2. 757 1180 
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TABLE 6. Dielectric data for specimen 0.0 a 

'r ime sf'quence 

Temperature 

]j' reQ uency 

20 c/s 
50 

100 
200 

" 

2. 514 

2.514 
2.51 3 

243.1 °C 

t:"X I04 E~'c )( 104 

120 263 
--- --- -- --- -----------

22 53 
11 26 

219.5 °C h 244.2 °C 197.h °C 

.' e:"X104 " ~cX 104 e:"X JO~ I E;c X 104 

---1----1----1---1----------1----
" 

2.5i 4 55 128 
2.574 23 51 
2.574 11 26 2.5&8 36 91 2.633 12 
2.574 6 13 --------- ----------- ----------- --------- ----------- -----------

1 kc/s 
10 

_________ ___________ __ _________ ________ _ ___________ __________ _ _________ ___________ __ __ _______ 2.633 2 1 _________ ___________ ___________ _________ ______ __ ___ __________ _ _________ __________ _ __ _________ 2.633 

l ~ I::::::::::: 100 _____ ____ ___________ ___________ _________ ____ __ _____ ____ _______ _________ ___________ ____ _______ 2.632 

a The accuracies of e:' and e:" are about 0.5% and ± (1 .5%+ 1 X IO- 4) respectively. Values of e:" given above were obtained by subtracting t he indicated contribution 
of Lhe doc conduction (,;) from the measured value of the loss index. 

b These specimens were in the supercooled li quid sta te. 

req uired considerable correction, and the magnitude 
of thc cl-c component sub tr flcted is included in table 6. 

3.1. Data for Specimen 0.80. Nomenclature Used 
to Denote Loss Processes 

Figures 2 flnd 3 show the frequency depcndcnce of 
~" ftncl E' , respectively, ftt the indicftted temperatures 
for specimcn 0.80. These plots illustrate the 
bchavior 'with tcmperature of the most prominen t 
loss process in the polymer. 

0.11 

010 

0.09 

0.08 

0.07 

0.06 
€" 

005 

004 

0.03 

0.02 

0.01 

I cis 10CIS 100CIS Ikc/s IOkc/s IOOke/s I M~/s 10 Mcls 100 Mcl1 IO(X) Mc/s IOOOO Mc/S 

FREQUENCY 

FIGL"RE 2. Frequency dependence of the principal loss index 
peak in specimen O.SO as a function of tempemture. 

~I ' h is peak eorrcsponds to the low temperature peak on 811 e: fI \'c rSllS tempcmtu rc 
p lot (see fi g. 4). 

O'c 

-2S-c 

Icls Icis 10eis 100cJS IkCIS 10kcls 100 IMc/s JQ Mc/$ JOO~/s 10OOMcl1l0000Mcl1 
FREQUENCY 

The loss process leftcling to the loss maximum evi
dent in figure 2 will be can ed the "low-temperature" 
process, since on a plo t of the loss index as a function 
of the temperftture, T , at a constan t low frequency, 
this effec t occurs at temperatures lower than the 
oth er processes observed. Figure 4, in which e" at 1 
cis is plo tted agains t T for the x= 0.80 specimen, 
illustrates Lhe scheme employed to name the loss 
processes observed in this polymer. 

Considerable care will be taken in the paper to 
correlftte and identify the loss peaks on the elf versus 
T plots, wit h the corresponding maximums (or other 
effects) in the appropriate e" versus log .f plots. If a 
loss peak appears on an E" versus T plot , th e under
lying mechanism causing the peak will usually 
lead to a maximum or other discernible effect in 
an e" versus log .f plot in the appropriate temper
ftturc and frequency range. In general , an analysis 
based on a study of both types of plo t is more power
ful than with just one or thc other. It is emphasized 
that the nomcnclature used to deno te a process uncleI' 
discussion is based on the e" versus T plot (see fig. 4) , 
irrespective of whether the process is m anifested on 
an /' versus T plot or an ~If versus log f plot. 

Two other relftxfltion processes were observed in 
specimen 0.80. The first of these, on an Elf versus 

.0 4 

.03 

E" 
.02 

I cis 

. 01 

0 
-50 

LOW TEMPERATURE 

/' PROCESS 

INTERMEDIAT E 
TEMPERATURE 
PROCESS 

1 

0 50 100 

TEMPERATURE. ·C 

SPECIMEN 
0.80 

HIGH 
TEMPERATURE 

PROCESS 
t 

150 200 

FIGU RE 3. Dielectric constant versus frequency for specimen FIGU R E 4. E " versus temperature at 1 cis for speci men O.SO. 
O.SO as a function of tempel'ature_ T his ill ustr"tes the n omen clature sellC me useel to elenote t he loss processes. 
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10gJ plot (fig . 5), is most apparent in lh e temperature 
region b etween 75 and 125 °e a t frequencies betwee ll 
0.1 cis and 10 kc/s. It is evident in figure 5 that a 
mall loss maximum , partly obscured b'y other mech

anisms, shifts from low frequencies on through the 10 
cis region to higher fr equencies as the te mperature is 
raised from 75 to 125 °e. This meelt,tIl ism is the 
same as the one whieh leads to the eleH,r-cut inter
mediate-temperature process peak when t" at H. fixed 
(low) rrequency is plotted as a function or temper
ature (fig. 4). Hence, this mechanism is denoted as 
the "intermediate-temperature" process. 

The third relaxation process observed in the 
x= 0.80 specimen shows up quite cle~1. rl.\' on both 
ani t" versus log f plot and an t" versus T plot. 
The Joss peak in the /' versus log f plot shown in 
figure 6 is easily seen at 150 and 175 °C , but at 

0.011 

0.010 

0.008 

10'0006 

o.oo~ 

0.001 

0 
0.1 
ci s c is 

10 
cis 

100 I 
c Is kc / s 
F REQUENCY 

SPECI MEN 0.80 

10 
kc/s 

100 
kc/s 

I 
Mc/s 

FIGUHJ, 5. Loss in dex versus frequency showing evidence for 
the inter mec/?:ate-tempemture loss process in speC£ men 0 .80. 
Near 10 cis, t he loss is higher a t 100 °e than a t e ither 75 °e or 125 °e. T his in dio 

cates that a small loss process traversed t his reg ion ag the te m peratu re i ncreasc(\. 
'rhe loss mechani sm causing thi s e lIe t L is the same as tlmt which efl USCS tho in ter
med iate tcm pc nl turr loss peak in fi gure 4. 

0.015r----,--------r----,---,---~-_,_. 

0.010 

0.015 -

c is cis 
10 

cis 
100 I 

ciS kc /s 
FREQ UEN CY 

10 kc/s 100 
kc /s 

I Mc/s 

FlGU H E 6, . " versus f1'equen cy at various tempe1'atUl'es showin g 
the high-tempem t'uTe loss process i n s pecim en 0.80. 

,]~ hc loss prorcss giyi ng the max imum is the sarn r as that wh ich ca u~es the ]ligh
temperature peak in figure 4. 

The degree of cr ystallini ty of specimen 0.80 changes at temperatures above 140 °e 
(see fi g. I) . 11 t 150 °e, 175 °e, and 200 °e the ,,>.Iue of x is 0.79, 0.75, and 0. 65 
respcctin' ly. 

OC":/'====":/'=-~'O~C:/'==='OO~C/~' ~=':'C=/'~~'~Ok~c!='=:'~O~E,c=!S==~~~~---=:=j 
FREOUE NCY 

FIG U HE 7. ." ve1'SUS fTequ,ency at various tern pemtures fo r 
specimen 0 .44 . 

T hi s .l arge loss peak is due to the low-te mpe ra ture mec hani sm . 

3.0 = =-,..----,,---..,----,----.---....,----r---.------,------, 

peTFt 

2.3 

2.2 L., c:-:,""s --'-, cc",,-, r-,C::o""c ,cc, --::,oo::'-:-,,"',--,+,c"'/::-, --::,o:1:-k,.-c,::-, -:-,oo:f:-,c"",.,-s -,', ':-. ,-""r-,::'o7:'. ,-""--::,o"'o"'",-:,,-',::::'OOO",,, 
FREQUENCY 

FIG U R E 8. Dielectric constant verS1tS fTeqnency f or specimen 
0.44. 
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FIG U HE 9. F1'equency dependence of the loss index of specim en 
0 ,44 at hi gh ternpemtures and low fre q1tencies . 

T he loss peak is mostly d ue to t he intermed iate- t emperature m ech an ism, b ut 
contains sOllie co ntribu tion from t he high-tempera t ure mechan ism (cf. fi g. 4). 
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200 °0 it is obscured by the loss peak associated with 
the low- and intermediate-temperature processes. 
The mechanism leading to this loss peak is the same 
as that producing the high-temperature peak in the 
e" versus T plot (fig. 4). For convenience, this 
process, whether manifested in an e" versus T plot 
or an e" versus log j plot, is called the "high-tem
perature" mechanism. 

3.2. Data for Specimen 0.44 

The data for specimen 0.44 are presented in figures 
7 and 8 where e" and e' respectively are plotted as 
functions of log j at the indicated temperatures. 
From figure 7 it is apparent that the low-temperature 
relaxation process is active in this specimen. 

Figure 9 shows the frequency dependence of the 
loss index in the high-temperature, low-frequency 
region. The loss index peak observed h ere is higher 
in magnitude than either the high-temperature 
process or the intermediate-temperature process 
evidenced in specimen 0.80. As will be discussed 
later, this loss peak is mostly due to an intermediate-

.10 

.08 

E" .06 

.04 

.02 

O~~~~~~~~wL-L~~~UllmL~~~~~~ 

O.Ole/s O.le/s 1.0e/s 10eis 100eis Ike/s 10 kc/s 100 ke /s 
FREQUENCY 

FIGURE 10. The frequency dependence of the loss index for 
specimen 0.1 2 (thin film). 

These loss peaks are a result of the low-temperature process. 
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FIGURE 11. Frequency dependence of the dielectric constant of 
specimen 0.12. 
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FIGURE 12. ," versus frequency at various temperatures for 
specimen 0.73 . 

'rhe loss peaks are due to the low temperature mechansim. 
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FIGURE 13. The dielectric constant versus :the frequency for 
specimen 0.73. 
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FIGURE 14. The fn quency dependence of ," for specimen 0.73 
at high temperatures and low frequencies. 

The loss peaks are due to mixed intermediate and high temperature contributions 
(c!. fig. 4). 
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temperature mechanism of the type that appeared 
in the 0.80 specimen, but i t evidently contains a 
contribution from the high-temperature loss mech
amSffi. The peak in the E" versus log f plot that 
appears explicitly in figure 9 for x = 0.44 is clearly 
ubstantially larger than that which exists (but 

which docs not appear explicitly as a loss maximum 
in an E" versus log j plot) in the x= 0.80 specimen 
(fig . 5). 

3.3. Data for Specimen 0 .12 

Since this specimen was a thin film, special com
ments on the measuremen ts are necessary. These 
li re given in appendix 5.3. Broadly speaking, the 
e!Tor in th e measurement of E' and E" for the thin 
film is about ± 1 pereen t and ± 2 percen t respeeti vely. 
The measurements on the thicker disk-shaped speci
mens are subs antially more precise (sec appendix, 
a nd footnotes in tables 2, 3, and 5) . 

Figures 10 and 11 show E" and E' versus frequen cy 
for specimen 0.12. On an E" versus T plo t, to be 
disc Ll ssed later, the data 0 11 0.12 exhibi ts the lo w
temperature process. 

3.4. Data for Specimen 0 .73 

Figures 12 and 13 present E'l and E' versus fre
quency at the indicated temperatures for specimen 
0.73 . The loss peak in figure 12 is associated with 
the low-temperature penk on an E" versus T plot, and 
is rather similar in eh ruacter to that evident in 
specimens 0.44 and 0.80. 

The loss index of specimen 0.73 ftS a function of 
freq ucney for various tempera t ures betwc0n 75 and 
175 °0 is presen ted in de tail in figure 14. La ter, it 
will be shown by the use of an E" verslls T plot at 
1 c!s that this loss maximum results from "mixed" 
contributions from both the in termediate- and high
temperature mechanisms. 

It is appropriate at this time to recall that speci
men 0.73 was prepared by annealing a previously 
quenched bulk specimen lit 190 °C until a high 
degree oJ crystallinity was achieved ("queneh~ 
anneal" technique). This was done in order to com
pare the dielectric propertil's of speeimens with nearly 
the same high degree of crystallinity, but with 
crystals 11 ueleated and growll under differen t con
ditions. The most striking difference between the 
dielec tric properties of specimens 0.73 and 0.80 occurs 
in the high-temperature, low-frequency region. Com
parison or figures 6 and 14, particularly the data 
obtained ncar 175 °C, dcmonstrates this differen ce 
most effectively. Figure 6 shows a loss peak maxi
mUUl Jor specimen 0.80 (x= 0.75 /a t 175 °C as noted 
in fig . 1) at 175 °0 ncar l.5 kc/s, while figure 14 
shows a loss peak maximum Jor specimen 0.73 at 
175 °C ncar 15 kc/s . The one-decade sh ift in thc 
frequency location of this loss peak in the two 
specimens indicates that even though two specimens 
may have the same degree of crystallinity, their 
dielectric properties need not be identical. The 
cause of this effect will be disoussed in section 4.1c. 

3.5. Empirical Method of Estimating X From the 
Dielectric Data 

In order to correlate and compare the dielectric 
data of POTFE presented here with results obtained 
previously by others, it is necessary to know approxi
mately the degree of crystallini ty of the specimens 
that they used. In many cases, the density of the 
specimen was not reported in the li terature, so t hat 
this means of estimating the degree of crystallinity 
cannot be employed. However, at least a rough 
value oJ the degree of crystallinity can be obtained 
from the dielectric data itself. 

To facilitate this determination, a convenient 
al though crude crystallinity "scale" was obtained 
from our dielectric data on specimens of known x. 
Comparison of our room-temperature data for speci
mens of various degrees of crystallinity showed that 
in the most commonly employed frequency region 
(about 50 e/s to 100 kc/s), the loss index at about 
100 e/s exhibited the greatest dependence upon x. 
The dependence of the 100 e/s values of E" and tan 0 
upon the degree of crystallini ty is presented in figure 
15. The degree of crystallini ty of specimens em
ployed in other dielectric investigations of PCTFE 
was estimated from the curves of figure 15. The 
results are given in table 7. In most cases, the 

TAB J,E 7. E stimated degree oj crystallinity oj PCTF E 
speci mens used in other dielectric studies' 

x x 
Author Specimen descriptio n dielectri e denSity 

method method 

Heynolds a nd coworke rs II Kel-IT" polymer _____________ 0.47 --------
llJ 

f l) cooled slowly from 250 ° C _ .60 --------
J lartshorn and coworkers (2) quenched from 210 °C _____ .54 ----- ---

[2] (3) q uenched from 250 °C _____ .40 --------
:,\ 1 ikhailov and Sazhin {O) cooled slowly ______________ 0. 65 --------

[:1] b (2) abruptl y cooled ___________ (~O. 2) --------

r cooled slowly from mol L __ .52 0.48 
Na kajima and Saito [6] - - - (2) quenched to room tcm- .47 . 46 

perature. 
(3) quen ched to -30 °0 _______ (~0.3) .43 

• Except where noted, the m lues of x (d!electrie method) were estimated from 
the dielectric loss data u sing the crystallinity "scale" given in figure 15. The x 
(den Sity method) vHlues ""ere calculated from the densities (when gh"en), u sing 
the crystallinity scale of reference [4J. 

b X estimated from 23 0 0 tan 0 clata at 50 cIs. 

values of X obtained by the dielectric method are 
compatible with the indicated thermal history of the 
specimen. However, the values of X obtained for the 
"abruptly cooled" specimen of Mikhailov and Sazkin, 
and for the "quenched to -30 °0" specimen of N aka
jima and Saito, appear to be lower than one would 
expect from the indicated thermal treatment assum
ing that bulk specimens were employed. (N akajima 
and Saito used specimens 2 mm thick.) 

Evcn with the most stringent quenching tech
niques we have been unable to attain such low values 
of X except with thinner specimens. 'While the 
results in table 7 for the dielectric method doubtless 
give a rough picture of the range of X used by other 
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investigators, it is clear that X determinations based 
on ~ " or tan 0 measuremen ts on PCTFE must not be 
regarded as being a substitu te for the more ac
curate density method. 
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FIG URE 15. The 100 cis values of the loss index and tan 0 at 
room temperature as a function of the degree of crystallinity. 

'l'hese data arc intended to pro\'lde an approxim a.te crystallini ty scale for dielec
t ric specimens where the specifi c volume ]135 not been reported . 
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FIG U RE 16. Dil'eet comparison between dielectric and 
mechanical loss da/.a. 

a. The temperature dependence of the loss index at 1 cis and 500 cis for specimens 
of various erystall inities. IJ . The tcmpenlture dependence of the mechanical 
loss at 1 cis for specimens of various crystaliln ities. The data at I cis pro vide 
a direct comparison of the dielectr ic and mechanical data. 'I' he 500 cis dielec
t ri c data illustrate the shift of the maximums with increasing f. 
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4. Interpretation of Results 

4.1. The Intermediate- and High-Temperature 
Relaxation Processes 

The principal objective of this section is to identify 
the phases in which t he intermediate- and high
temperature loss processes originate, and to con
sider the nature of the relaxation phenomena in these 
phases. It will be demonstrated in section 4.4 that 
none of the dielectric loss peaks discussed are a 
result of Maxwell-'iVagner polarization . 

a . The Intermediate-Temperature Process 

In discussing the intermediate-temperature loss 
process, use will be made of the dynamic mechanical 
loss data on PCTFE of McCrum 6 [8], who studied 
specimens of various degrees of crystallinity. Al
though others [9, 10, 11] have studied the dynamic 
mechanical properties of PCTFE, the data or 
McCrum are particularly valuable since he investi
gated specimens with a wide range of known cr~'stal
linities. 

A useful type of plo t in discussing the dielectric 
aspects of the intermediate-temperature loss proc
ess is shown in figure 16a, where ~1/ is plotted as 
a Junction of temperature at 1 and 500 e/s Jor the 
various dielectric specimens. A graph of the me
chaniealloss data of McCrum, plotted as logarithmic 
decrement (~ 7r tan 0) versus temperature, also at 
1 e/s, for samples of various degrees of crystallinity 
is shown in figure 16b.7 The degree of crystallinity 
was calculated from specific volume data using eq 
(5). 

Three mechanical loss peaks are evident in speci
men 0.80(M)(x = 0.80). The in termediate-temper
ature peak is in general most pronounced and occurs 
at virtually the same temperature (95 °C) in all 
three specimens. The in termediate peak observed 
dielectrically in specimen 0.80 at 1 cis also occurs 
near 95°C. This suggests that the same molecular 
relaxational mechanism underlies both the me
chanical and the dielectric in termediate-temperature 
loss peak. Smce the magnitude of the mechanical 
intermediate-temperature peak is increased by in
creasing the fraction of the amorphous phase present 
(see fig. 16b) , it seems reasonable to identify this 
peak tentatively as a property of the normal amor
phous (supercooled liquid) component of the semi
crystalline polymer. Further evidence supporting 
this identification will be presented shortly. 

The intermediate peak in the dielectric data evi
dently decreases in magnitude as the fraction of t he 
amorphous componen t decreases. (Compare 0.80 
and 0.44 curves in fig . 16a) . This decrease of in
tensity can be clearly discerned despite t he fact there 
is evidently some "mixing" of the main intermediate 
componen t and a weaker high-temperature process 

6 The authors are deeply indebted to Dr. M cCrum of the E . r. duPon t de 
Nemonrs Company for making these data available to u , prior to pu blication . 

7 Dr. M cCrum has measured t he logarithmic decrement ( ... tan 8) and the 
torsion modulus G, at 1 cis using the torsion pendulum m etbod at temperatures 
between - ISO and + 210 °C. Since no further mechanical loss maximu ms were 
observed below -50 °C and our dielectric data does not extend helow - 50 °C. 
only the ... tan 8 data above - 50 °C arc shown here. 



component in specimen 0.44 which causes ftll upward 
shift of th e cbara,cteristic temperature. (A deLailed 
discussion of this shift is given in section 4. 1c. The 
peak [or 0.73 , which was crystallized in a very d ifIcr 
ent m anner t ban 0.80, is so completely " mixed" a nci 
strongly shifted as to be of little value in t he present 
comparison.) In any case, the relaLi ve in tensiti es 
of the dielectric loss peaks a t 1 cis for 0.44 and 0. 130 
in th e vicinity of 90 to 105 °e clearly sugges t t hat 
t he amorphous phase is the seat of th e in term ediate 
process. 

It will now be demonstrated that the in term edi ate
tempera ture loss mechanism tha t appears at a bou t 
95 °e at 1 cis in both the dielectric and mechanical 
data may reasonably be associated with the relax
ational effects of the norm al glass transition in th e 
amorphous regions of the polymer a t T g = 52 °e. 

A typical property of the onset of t he glass trans
formation in itll en tirely amorphous body is th at the 
apparent heat of activation, 6.[-]*, decreases rapidly 
as the temperature is increased a bove T g• From th e 
work of WiLLiams, Lan del, and F erry (WLF) [12], 
this dependen ce of 6.[-]* on temperature is given for 
m any amorphous substances, including non crystal
line linear polymers, by the empirical expression 

4.12 X 103T2 
6.H*(cal/mole). (51.6 + T - T gF' (7) 

where Tg is tile glass transformation tempera ture ItS 
determin ed from th e break in a specific volum e versus 
t emperature (il - T ) plot. F erry [13] has illdicated 
th a t the consian ts in this ex pression may vary some
wh at from one case to itllotil er , but eq (7) is s till to 
be regard ed ~tS a fair represen tation of t he §!'f'npra.l 
s it ulttion . TJl e expression is valid between 'J'g a nd 
T g+] 00 oK. 

The appare n t heat of acti va tion was calcul a ted 
from th e da,ta using th e expression 

- Ro In fm 
o(l /T ) 

M1* (8) 

where R is the gas constant, T the absolute tempera
ture, andfm the Jrequency of the m aximum in an €/1 

versus log f plot. In some cases, eq (8) was used 
over restricted temperature ranges to obtain 6.1-1" as 
a function of temperature. 

Figure 17 s hows a plot of log fin versus l i T. 
Specimen 0_80 was the only specimen for which 

the m aximunl of the interm ediate-temperature peak 
on an € /1 versus log f plo t was sufficien tly resolvable. 
The x = 0.44 specimen exhibi ts a peak mostly due to 
the intermediate process (flgS. 9 and 16), but the 
shif t of frn wit h l i T due to t he intermedia te compo
nen t i tself is n ot accessible.s 

The a.pparent heats of activation associated with 
the in tel'm eclin te-temperature process for the 0.80 
specimen are given 1'01' two temper atures in table 8. 

8 An atLcmpt was made to observe the intermediate-temperature process in 
specimen 0. 12. UPOll warming ihe fil m a bove about 60 °C. however, further 
erystall izaiion took place. A loss peak (,"",,,=0.0243) was ul t imately observed 
at 0.08 cis at 92 °C. The degree of crystall ini ty of the specimen had by then in
creased to 0.34. 
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F I GU R E 17 . F1'equency of Ihe maximums oj the loss peaks, fon, 
versus the 1'eciprocal oj the absolute temperatu1·e. 

rr J1C pOints were obtained f rom the t il \'(' fSU:, log! plots. 

T All lJE 8. Apparent heats oj activation fo r the vario/ts dielectric 
1'elaxation processes .. 

--
~ pl'cilTl('n I 

0. 80 
. '14 
. 12 

0.80 1 .80 

LOW-LcmpcraLurc process 

X Tpll lpcratu rc ran g(' 6. H *, kcal / ruo lc 

0.80 - .,0 to 50 °C 14. 6±5% 
. 44 o io 50 °C 15.8±5% 
. 12 o io 50 °e 16. 7±5% 

Hesol\'cd ill termotii a tc-tcmpcratu rc proc:css 

0.80 1 Ncar 90 °C 
.80 Ncar 120 °e 1 

67±20% 
34± 20% 

J\1 ixcu-in tcrlllcd iatc and hig h-temperat.u re p roccss 

0. 73
1 .73 

. 44 

0. 80 1 .80 

0, 73 1 Ncar 11 5 °C 
,73 Ncar 160 °e 
. 44 100 to 118 °C 

Resol ved high-temperature process 

0. 79 1 Ncar 150 °e 
.68 Tear 190 °e 

1 
95± 20% 
49± 20% 
8O±20% 

1
91 ±20% 
70±20o/, 

a. All heats of activation wero calcula.ted [rom data obtained from E" versus log! 
plots. 

D espite the fairly large uncer tainty, it is eviden t that 
M-J* cleere,1.ses rapidly as the temperature is increased 
above T g. (6.[-]* drops from 67 to 34)_ 9 

The temperature dependence of the apparen t 
h eat of act ivation for the in termediate-temperature 
process calculated using the dielectric data is ill 
fairly good agreement with th a t calculated from tho 
WLF expression, eq (7), wiLh T g = 52 °e. Tbi is 
illustrated in fig W'e 18. Th e fact that so me di f
ference ex ists between the predicted and experil1l oJl Lal 
values of 6.l-J* in this case is not surprisillg. si nce 

9 \ ·Vh ile the ex pJr imental pOints determi n ing the log Jm \·s, l / Teu rn' for tile in
termed ia te pro('ess of specilllen 0.80 (fi g. 17) may pos~ i h l y be fiLted by a s traig h t 
line, the cur ved l i.DC shown in fi gure 17 provides H far better (it of 1-\ 11 the points. 
Furthr rm ore. a ('urvcd li nc is to be expected in til is Celse on the basis of <.'x peri! lIl' ll 
tal wor k of others [14, 48]. 
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F I GURE 18. The appal'ent activation enel'gy of the intermediate
temperatulB process and mixed intermediate- and hi(/h-tem
peratul'e processes versus the temperature. 

The curved lines were calculated from the W L F equation, using the indicated 
values for Tg or Tg'. 

The paints (except one) indicate the experimental dielectric data. 'l'he single 
mechar-ical point results from combining the 1 cis data of McCrum [8J with 
t11e 3.3 c!s data of Schm ieder and Wolf [9J. 

the accuracy with which fl.J-I* is experimentally 
determined is rather low, and since the constants in 
eq (7) are not strictly universal. 

Also shown in figure 18 is a single point calcula ted 
from the difference in location of the 1 cis mechanical 
loss peak a t 95 °C observed by M cCrum, and the 3.3 
cis mechanical peak at 104 °C observed by Schmieder 
and Wolf [9]. Al though this point was calculated 
from two differen t sets of data, and from a tempcra
ture r ather than a frequency plot, it is consistent 
with the points ob tained from the dielectric data fo[, 
the intermediate-temperature process and falls 
fairly close to the curve calculat ed from eq (7). 

The fact tha t the WLF expression is obeyed evcn 
approximately (with T g=52 °C from V- T data) 
for the r esolved intermediate process indi cates that 
this proccss is a r elaxa tion effect tha t is premonitory 
to the glass transition that occurs at 52 °C. 

Anoth er indication tha t the intermediate process 
is associated with the glass tr ansition is provided by 
the large change of modulus in the mechanical data 
in the general vicinity of t he in termediate peak, 
especially in th e less crystalline specimens. Strictly 
amorphous polymers show a similar large change of 
modulus. 

When considered together, the facts outlined 
above lead to the definite conclusion that the in
termedia te-temperature process is indeed a bulk 
property of the amorphous (supercooled liquid) 
component of the polymer, and further , that this 
process is due to relaxation effects connected with the 
onset of the normal glass transition in these amor
phous regions. The molecular phenomena leadinO' 
to the intermediate-temperature process doubtles~ 
involve complex motions of a large number of poly
mer chain segments in the amorpbou phase. 

Sa ito and N akajima [14) h a ve experimen tally de mon
strated in the amorphous polymers they studied that the 
frequency of the loss index maximum for t he relaxation peak 
associated with the glass transition lies bet ween 10- 2 and 
10- 3 cis, when the temperature of t he specimen is at the 
value of T . determined from t he break in the V- T plot . 
Using a linear extrapolat ion of t he log fm vers us l i T data for 
the !ntermediat e-temperature p e ak in specimen 0.80, one 
obtall1s T = 57 °C when f = 10- 2 cis and T =47 ° C when 
f = 10- 3 cis. The value of T . (52 °C) does indeed lie between 
these temperatures . There are, howe ver, several difficul t ies 
with t his simple ext rapolat ion i n t he case of P CTFE. The 
log .f m versus l / T line is ac t ually curved , and bot h of t he 
a bove estim ates of T are low in comparison with what is 
estimated using curvat ure (see below). The extrapolat ion 
is in an y case rather long. Using an ext rapolation wi th our 
best estimate of the curvat ure , it is estimated t hat T = 77 ± 10 
°C for 10- 2 cis and T = 72 ± 10 0 C for 10- 3 cis, bo t h values 
being higher t ha n t he value T .= 52 ° C obtained fro m V-T 
data . While t he a bove may be regarded as providing general 
t hough no t conclusive support for our previous con clusion 
that t he in termediate-tempe ratur e process is connected wi th 
t he glass t ransit ion in the amo rphous component, it is ap
p aren t that extrapolatio n to frequencies well below 10- 3 cis 
would be required to give a T va lue t hat corresponded to 
T g from t he V - T data in t he case of t his semicrystalline 
polymer . 

One possible explana tion of t he different f values (on a 
log fm versus l / T plot) t hat correspond to T " as m easured 
by t he V-T method, in purely amorphous polymers (f= 10- 2 

to 10- 3 cis) on t he one hand, and t he amorphous component 
of semicrystalline poly mers (f« 10- 3 cis) on t he other , is 
t hat t he T . value from t he V- 7' data in a n en tirely amorphous 
poly mer is considera bly more time-dependent t ha n it is in a 
semicrystalline polymer. 

Saito and Naka jima have s hown t hat T g from V-T data 
d epcnds on t llfl rate of m easure ment in purely am orphous 
poly mers, being higher t he more rapid t he measuremen t [14). 
I nterestingly, t he same a ut hors have shown t hat T . for a 
semi crystalline polymer, as mcasured by t he V-T method, is 
much less sensit ive t o the t ime scale of t he measurem en t. 
(This accords wi t h our experience on V-T measurem ents of 
T . with P CTFE). The implication is t hat the T g value 
measured for a se micrystalline polym er by t he 17-T method 
is lower and neare r t he in t rinsic (quite possibly time-inde
pendent) value t han t hat of a corresponding purely am orphous 
polymer . One possible expla nation of t his is t hat it is a 
result of a size effect, t he amorphous regions in semicrystalline 
polymers being qui te sm all. In any even t, i t would appear 
t hat in semicrystalline syst ems, f values t ha t are substan
t ially less t han 10- 3 cis may be more appropriate i.E.:.. estimating 
values of T for comparison with T g values from 11_ T data. 

b. The High·Temperature Process 

When clearly resolved on an elf versus T (dielectric) 
plo t or a 7rtan 0 versus T (mechanical) plo t, th e 
high-temperature process p eak appears at abou t 
150 °C at 1 cis (fig. 16). Notice that the r esolved 
higb -tempera ture peak appefLrs only in the x = 0.80 
specimens in both tbe dielec tric and mechanical cases; 
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there is no indication of a resolved peak in sp ~cimen 
0.73 (dielectric), which has practically the same 
degree of crystallinity at the temperature under COll

sideration. Dielectric specimen 0.73 merely exhibit 
a single " mixed" high and intermediate peale. 
Further, no resolved high-temperature peak appears 
in mechanical specimens 0.27 (M ) or 0.42 (M ). This 
implies that the appearance of a resolvable high
temperature process not only involves the erystals 
in some way, but also depends on the manner in 
which the high crystallinity is achieved. 

The crystallization in specimen 0.80 is of the 
typical lamellar spherulitic type. Large lamellar 
spheruli tes commonly appear in linear polymers 
crys tallized from the melt under conditions of low to 
moderate supercooling such as was used in forming 
specimen 0.80 (section 2.2), and observations with 
a polarizing microscope fully confirm the existence 
of such objects in P CTFE specimens similar to 0.80 
[1 5]. The milky-white appearance of specimen 0.80 
is due to the scat tering of li15h t from these objec. ts. 
Specimen 0.73, crystallized by the quench---7anneal 
technique (sec. 2.2), is optically much clearer than 
0.80, and con tains no spherulites visible with a 
polarizing op tical microscope. The same is true of 
specimen 0.44 . The crystals (or spherulites) in 
0.73 and 0.44 are evidently much smaller than in 
0.80. In any case, it appears tha t the resolved high
temperature process evident in specimen 0.80 is 
closely associated with large and well-formed lamellar 
spheruli tes. 

To an approximation sufficien t for the present 
discussion , lam ellar spheruli tes consist of stacks of 
chai n -folded bla delike crys tals (lamellae) tha t emana te 
from a central point (fig. 19). The long axes of the 
polymer molecules a re essenLially perpendicular to 
the two large fla t faces of each blade, these faces 
containing the chain folds. In many cases, the 
lamellae are twisted as shown in figure 19. This 
twist leads to the beautiful bands tha t are seen in 
the op tical extinction pa Ltel'l1s of spheruli tes. The 
lamellae are commonly from 100 to 500A thick 
(distance between plane of chain folds) , this thick
ness being larger the higher the crystallization 
temperature. A general theory of the forma tion 
of chain-folded lamellar spherulites has been given 
by Hoffman and L auritzen [16]. 

If the high-temperature process were a "glass 
transition" typ e of effect, a break in th e V- T curve 
in the vicinity of about 120 °C would be expected. 
A careful examination of the V-T curve of specimen 
0.80 reveals no obvious break above the one at 
T g= 52 °C, though lack of sensitivity migh t possibly 
be the cause of i ts appar ent absence. Also, the WLF 
expression with an elevated glass transition temper
ature ('" 11 °C) is not necessary to explain the 
apparent temp erature dependence of !J.H* for th e 
resolved high- temperature process (table 8); the as
signmen t of the constant value !J.[-]*= 80 kcal/mole 
provides an equally acceptable fit within the 
rather large exp erimen tal error. These observations, 
though not conclusive, are consistent with the pro
posal tha t the high-temperature process in P CTFE 
involves the crystal lamellae. 

F I GU R E 19. 

SPHERULIT E 
BOUNDARY 

CENTER OF SPHERULITE ~ 
Chain-folded lamellar structure m spherUlites 

(schematic) . 

There is some indication that the high- temperature 
process is not simply a proper ty of the bulk crys tal
line phase. 

If the high- temperature process were a bulk 
crystal proper ty, it migh t be expected to appear in 
resol \Ted form in specimen 0.73 wi th nearly the arne 
intensity as it does in 0.80, whether or not the 
crystalliza tion involved was of the well-formed 
lamellar spil eruli tic type. This is no t the situation 
for the dielec tric data. It may therefore be con
cluded that the high-temperature process is not a 
simple bulk proper ty of the in terior par t of the 
crystals. This suggests that the high-temper ature 
mechanism exhibited in resolved form by specimen 
0.80 may involve the chain-folded surfaces of the 
lamellae. Crystal-size effects may be involved in 
shifting the high-temperature process to lower 
temperatures in 0.73, but this is not inconsisten t 
with th e general no tion t hat lamellar surfaces or 
in terlamellar surface interactions are involved. 
Also, the possibili ty exists tha t "abnormal" amor
phous polymer contiguous to the crystal surfaces 
may be involved in the high-temperature process. 
This would place p art of the cause of this process 
in the ca tegory of a lamellar-crystal- amorphous
phase interaction, but in a broad sense such an 
effect could s till be regarded as a surface property. 

In summary, the au thors consider that a s trong 
case exists for believing that the high-temper ature 
process in its resolved form in P Cl'FE (specimen 
0.80) is connected with the existence of well-formed 
lam ellar chain-folded spherulitic s tructures. While 
it is no t completely certain, some evidence suggests 
that the mechanism involves the surfaces of the 
lam ellae. 

T akayanagi has recently proposed that the high
temperature process, as observed in mechanical 
loss measurements in certa'in semicrys talline poly-
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mel'S, IS associated with chain-folded lamellar 
structures [17]. Resolved high- and intermediate
temperature peaks appear in the mechanical loss 
datft of polyethylene and polyoxymethylene [IS]. 
(These polymers also exhibit the low-temperature 
process). 

A number of mechanisms can be proposed thftt 
might lead the crystals or their surfaces to exhibit 
dielectric and mechanical loss of the type observed 
in the high-temperature process. Broadly speaking, 
these mechanisms deal with motions of various 
types of surface (or other) defects in the lamellar 
crystals , motions of th e chain folds, and interlamellar 
interactions, together with certain combinations of 
these concepts. However, the present experimental 
study does not point clearly to which if any of 
these ideas is correct, so no discussion of the various 
models is given. 

c. Mixed Intermediate- and High-Temperature Processes 

In figure 16a, it is seen that the dielectric loss 
peak that appears above 100 DC exhibits a large 
shift toward higher temperatures ( T~ 105 to T~ 125 
DC) as the degree of crystallinity increases from 
0.44 to 0.73. Also, it is clear in the case of specimen 
0.73 that only a single "mixed" peak appears, 
rather than two resolved peaks as in specimen O.SO. 
(Specimen 0.44 was not measured above lIS DC, 
but presumably has no resolved high-temperature 
process. ) Recall again that specimens 0.44 and 
0.73 do not contain large and well-formed spherulites, 
and that unlike O.SO, they were crystallized either 
during or subsequent to quenching. 

The corresponding mechanical loss data for 
PCTFE plotted as 7rtan {j versus T at 1 cis do not 
exhibit such an obvious shift. Even when plotted 
as J" (shear loss compliance) versus T, the loss 
peak shows no upward shift (within an error of 
about 5 DC) as X is increased from 0.27 to 0.42. 
These specimens are similar to dielectric specimens 
0.44 and 0.73 in being nonspherulitic,JO and in 
exhibiting only a single "mixed" loss peak. All 
were crystallized by the "qu ench crystallized" or 
the " quench---7anneal" technique. 

The above-men tioned upward shift of a single 
dielectric loss maximum with increasing X in 
quenched or quench---7annealed specimens might 
seemingly be interpreted as a large and genuine 
increase in the glass transition of the amorphous 
phase that is induced by the presence of crystals. 
One objective of this section is to indicate that the 
large upward shift in the dielectric case is not 
indicative of an equally large increase of Tg as 
measured from V-T curves. A simple alternative 
explanation of the shift of the dielectric loss peak is 
proposed, and the negligible shift in the mechanical 
case discussed. Also , further cause will be given 
for the necessity of distinguishing between polymers 
crystallized from the melt, where well-formed 
lamellar spherulites appear, and by the quench or 

111 The use of the term "nonspberuJitic" here means that no la rge well-formed 
sf:)herulites visible with a polarizin g optical microscope appear in the specimens. 
It is not intended to imply that nnmerous extremely small lamellar spherulites, 
or small and somewhat disoriented lamellae, may not exist in the specimens. 

quench---7anneftl technique, where in many cases 
obviously spherulitic crystallization does not arise. 
Brief mention is also made of crystallization in 
oriented systems. 

The shift of the apparent glass transition , T;, for 
dielectric specimens 0.44 and 0.73 implied by the 
f" versus log f data may be estimated by applying 
the WLF expression for !::"H*. T; is taken as that 
temperature which provides the best fit of the 
observed temperature dependence of /:::"I-J* with the 
WLF expression (fig. IS). The WLF expression 
was originally proposed for purely amorphous 
materials rather than semicrystftlline ones, so this 
use of it here must be viewed with caution. Never
theless, it will be recalled that it applies reasonably 
well to the resolved intermediate component of 
O.SO. If there is "mixing" of the amorphous 
(intermediate) process and a crystal (high
temperature) process in 0.44 and 0.73 , then only 
an apparent (T;) value of the glass transition may 
be expected. 

R egarding the normal amorphous material with 
T g= 52 DC as the reference point, T~ for specimen 
0.44 by the WLF method apparently shifts by 
65 DC-52 DC= 13 DC, and the shift exhibited by 
0.73 is S7 DC- 52 DC=3 .5 DC. 

An analysis using the log 1m versus l i T plots also 
implies that the apparent value of the glass transi
tion associated with the "mixed" peaks increases as 
the degree of crystallini ty increases from 0.44 to 
0.73. This is evident in figure 17, where it is seen 
that for any given f value, T is higher for x = O.73 
than it is for 0.44. However, as noted in section 
4.1a, it is not easy to get a close estirnate of the value 
of the apparent glass transition in these cases be
cause of the curvature, and the uncertainty of the 
f value that should be used. 

The concept that these large differences represent 
a real upward shift in the glass transition of the 
magnitude indicated is not substantiated by careful 
measurements of the glass transition temperature 
from changes of slope in the V- T curves. Wi th an 
error of less than 5 DC, specimens 0.44, 0.73 , and 
O.SO exhibit the same T u value on V -T curvesY 

It is therefore clear that the large upward shifts 
of the apparant glass transitions T~ implied by the 
dielectric data are not to be regarded as real in
creases of the glass transition in the amorphous 
phase due to the presence of crystals. Recall also 
tbefact that the mechanicaldata on specimens 0.27 (M), 
0.42(M) , and O.SO(M) imply a small if not negligible 
increase of T o with increasing x. This is consonant 
with the V-T measurements of T g , which indicate 
a shift of between zero and about 5 DC for X values 
between 0.44 and O.SO. 

The disparity in the small if not negligible shift 
of T o indicated by the mechanical and V-T data on 
the one hand, and the large shift implied by the 
dielectric data on the other, can be explained at 

11 'fhe somewhat compressed sca.le employed in the V-T curves of figure 1 
does not show the hreak near 52 °0 to great ad van tage. A more detailed pres
entation of data on specimens similar to 0.44 and 0.80 is given in referen ce [4] 
and clearly reveals til e glass tran sition effect. The V-T data for specimen 0.73 
has not been prev iously published. 
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least In pnrt as follows. Comparing dielectric 
spec im en O. 0 and mechanical specim en O.SO (M) 
in fi.gure 16, it is seen that the high-Leillperat ure 
peak in the dielectric case is sligh tly more prominent 
than the intermediate peak, while in the mechanical 
case i t has a considerably lower relative intensity . 
If in some type of specimen the high-temperature 
peel k shifts downward a cer tain number of degrees 
nnd "mixes" with the intermediate peak to form a 
sin gle broadened peak, one would expect t he maxi
mum in thi s resultant single peak to occur at higber 
temperatures in the dielectric than the m eelJanical 
case becel usc of the aforementioned relative in tensity 
difference. This explana tion is consistent witll tbe 
large upward temperatm e shift of the single maxi
lIlum in the "mixed" dielectric cases x = 0.44 --7 x = 
0.73, Hnd the corresponding much smaller shif t in 
t.he mechanicnl case x = 0.27--7x = 0.42 (see fig . 16). 
A cH eful exa mination o[ the dielectric and mechani
cal data for t)lese specimens, as compared with t he 
O.SO spec imens, defini tely suggests a downward 
temperature shift has OCC ULTed in the high-telll
pcr'aLure mech anism in the nonspherulitic specim ens. 
This downwarcl shift in the high- temperature process 
ma~' ten tativoly b e ascribed to a crystal-size effect, 
much smell1er and disori ented lamellae appearin g 
in specim ens O.27(M), 0.42 (M ), 0.44, and 0.73 than 
in t he typically lamellar spheruliti e specim ens O.SO and 
O.SO(M ). 

The general question of the possible ca usc of a 
tru e shift of To du e to increasing crystallinity is a 
most in teresting one. As noted above, the act ual 
upward shift in To of P CTFE specimens 0.44 a nd 
0.73 is certainly no t over about 5 °C as measured 
from V- T data. Similarly, the mechanical datfl for 
tl.27 (M) and 0.42 (M ) imply the shif t in the loss 
peak is no t any larger than this, and qui te possibly 
less. 

Two effects could account for a true increase of 

will ordina rily be mu ch less frequent than t he 
number of intel'crysta llin c links in the bundlelike 
system. 

The above implies t ltH t the cry tals in the quench 
crystallized ~Lnd quench ann ealed specimens 
(0 .27 (111), 0.42 (M ), 0.44 , and 0.73) ma~' be at least 
partly chain-folded in cllnnl cter. The ch n,in-rolcled 
lam ellae in such specim ens arc undoub tedly s lll ~l ll in 
s ize and somewha t disorgan ized wi th respect to 
the ir mutual orienta tion , flS compared to the situa
t ion in a well-formed lamell ar spb eruJite. Tll e O.SO 
specimens con tain large a nd well-formed lamellae 
with a substan t ial deg ree of chain Jolding. 

It is considered to be of interest to comm ent 
briefly on what t he present data and interp retation 
for th e resolved high and interm ediate peaks, and the 
s ingle "mixed" high Hnd in term ediate peak in 
P CTFE, imply in the case o[ oth er polymers. A 
number of points are brough t out tbnt may prove 
useful in future investigations. 

(1) It is elear that degree of crystallinity should 
not in aU cases be expected to describe the specimen 
fully wi th resp ect to the high- and intermedia te
temperature peaks. A case in poin t is the x = O.SO 
P CTFE specim.en with r esolved high and in termedi
ate dielectric p eaks, as co mpared wi th the x = 0.73 
specimen wit,h a single "mixed" peak. Here the 
difference resul ts ultim ately from the different meth
ods used to attain the high crystallini ty, the x = O. SO 
specimen b eing typically lamellar spherulitic, and 
the 0.73 specimen possessi ng no large crystals. 
En tirely apart from suggesting that the high-tem
perature peak is associated wi th regular lamellar 
stru ctures, these results suggest one reason why 
other polym ers may in some cases exhibit but one 
" mixed" p eak in the appropriate temperature range, 
rather than two resolved peaks. The present results 
on P CTFE show that the qu ench --7anneal technique 
of crystallization leads to a sing1e "mixed" dielectri c 
loss process in the polymer . A similar result may 

Tv in the flmol'phoLl s phase : (1) It has been shown be an ticipated in oth er polymers, if large spherulites 
by Gee and coworkers (19) that stress elongation do not form during the quenching or annealing 
(circa 250%) in an amorphous poly mer can increase process. 
Tu as measured by the V-T method by 1 to 7 °C, The interesting work of Thompson and Woods 
depending on the polymer. This shows that mo- (20) on nonspherulitic polyethylene terephthalla te 
lec ular orienta tion of the liquid ph ase could increase (PETP) fliam ents formed by qu enching from th e 
To somewhat. (2) Typical bundlelike crystalliza- melt followed by annealing with crystallization 
tion, where on e polymer molecule participates in appears to fit in this pattern , since only a single 
man~T crystallites, might possibly occur to some mechanical loss peak is observed. (Unfortunately 
extent in quen ched specimens. This model is com- the m echanical loss of highly spheruhtic specim ens 
monl~' considered to require a relatively marked of PETP crystallized from the melt at low under
increase of T u as X is in creased. cooling has apparently no t been studied . Such 

Any relatively small shif t (if it is in fact greater specimens may exhibit r esolved high and interme
than zero) of the true value of To for PCTFE im- diate peaks.) In contrast, polyethylene usually 
plied by the V-T and m echanical loss data could be crystallizes very rapidly on cooling from the mel t , 
at least in p art due to liquid ori entation effects r endering it difficul t to avoid the formation of 
induced by t he cryst:=t llization process. However, lamellar structures in specimens of ordinary size ; 
the small magnitude of the observed shift, 5 °C or this polymer commonly exhibits cl early resolved 
less, docs no t seem consistent with the large shift high- and intermediate-temperature loss p eaks, as 
t hat one would expect if specim ens 0.27(M ), 0.42 (M ), shown by Takayanagi (46). However, by the use 
0.44. and 0.73 possessed crystals constructed prin- of stringent quenching techniques prior to a nn ealing, 
cipally on the bundlelike pattern . In the chain- T akayanagi has succedeed in supressing the high
folded pattern of crystal growth , the molecular COll- temperature peak in a highJy crystalline specimen 
nections between th e crystals (in terlamellar links) of polyethylene to th e point that only a _ single 
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(intermediate) peak is found [18]. These two types 
of result on polyethylene are highly reminiscent of 
our results on POTFE with specimens 0.80 (spheru
litic crystallized from melt) and 0.73 (nonspherulitic ; 
quench ---7annealled). 

(2) The appearance of but a single loss peak in 
the high- intermediate region may in some cases 
result simply from the fact that very little amorphous 
material is present in a highly crystalline specimen, 
causing only the high-temperature peak to appear. 
This condition was approached but by no means 
reached with POTFE in x = 0.80, but was evidently 
found by Takayanagi and coworkers in a very 
highly crystalline (x = 0.90 to 0.94) specimen of 
linear polyethylene (Marlex 50) [17] . Less crystal
line polyethylene specimens clearly exhibit both 
peaks. 

(3) The relative insensitivity of Tg and related 
effects to degree of crystallinity exhibited by POTFE 
may not obtain in other polymers, especially if other 
modes of crystallization are employed. For example, 
crystallization of highly oriented quenched fibers 
might lead to substantially more bundlelike character 
than the other methods. In this case, a single loss 
peak that shifted markedly with degree of crystal
linity may be found which corresponded to a true 
increase of Tg as measured by the V-T method. 
This may be at least a partial explanation of the 
large shifts (circa 40 °0) observed by Thompson and 
Woods with extruded filaments of PETP [20]. 

The dielectric data on POTFE suggest that caution 
must be used in predicting true shifts in Tg when 
the intensity and crystal-size factors involved in 
"mixing" are the real causes of the shift of the loss 
maximums. The mechanical analog of this effect 
could easily arise in some polymers. In any case, 
the authors believe checking the actual shift of Tg 
by the V-T method is a useful precaution against 
misinterpretation in such cases . 

4.2. Dipolar Polarization and Large High-Frequency 
Contribution of the Crystals to the Dielectric 
Properties 

One contribution of the crystals (or more likely 
their surfaces) to the dielectric properties has 
already been uncovered in POTFE- the high
temperature mechanism. As will be seen shortly, 
the actual contribution of this effect to the dielectric 
constant is quite small . . The principal objective of 
this section is to show that the crystals contribute 
another and generally much more prominent com
ponent to the static dielectric constant which is 
associated with a relaxation time that is extremely 
short. It will further be shown that this large high
frequency crystal contribution is a bulk property of 
the crystals. 

It can be shown that the effective contribution of 
the dipole orientation polarization, (P~) efI' to the 
static dielectric constant is given with sufficient 
accuracy by the expression 

(9) 

where V is the specific volume, f, the ultra-Iow
frequency (static) value of l, and f ., the limiting 
high-frequency value of ~'.12 The quantity f ., 

includes the contribution of electronic and atomic 
(infrared) polarization. The quantity (fs- f.,) is 
the increment of dielectric constant due to all the 
observed dipole orientation phenomena. 

For the liquid specimen (0.0), f s was taken as the 
value of f' as given in table 6, since at the high 
temperatures employed, about 200 to 250 00, the 
relaxation effects occurred at frequencies much 
higher than were used in the measurements. The 
value of f s for the other specimens was obtained by 
extrapolation of the data on a Oole-Oole plot (f" 
versus f') [21] to the abscissa on the low-frequency 
side of the curve. Some typical Cole-Oole plots are 
shown in figure 20 . 

In theory, f ., can also be determined by extrapola
tion of the Oole-Cole plot to the abscissa of the 
high-frequency side of the curve. In practice 
however, this method of obtaining f ., could be 
applied with high accuracy only at the lowest 
temperatures where many points fall close to f ., . 

The values of f ., employed at other temperatures 
were calculated from the most reliable low- tempera
ture value obtained from a Cole-Oole plot (f., = 2.30, 
T=-50 °0, specimen 0.44, shown in fig. 20a) using 
the Gladstone-Dale equation [22],13 

R G_ D = constant= (n - l)V = (-J-;",- l)V. (10) 

In using this equation the assumption is made that 
the atomic or electronic polarizability of a molecular 
constituent is not seriously affected by whether the 
con,stituent lies in the amorphous or the crystalline 
reglOl1.3. 

The behavior of V (f,-f a» as a function of tem
perature for the various specimens is shown in figure 
21. One of the most striking features of figure 21 
is the fact that 11 (fs- f.,) for specimen 0.80 at 200 °0 
(x = 0.65) is considerably higher than the 200 °0 
point on the line showing the typical dipolar liquid 
behavior of specimen 0.0. This marked increase 
in (PJi)eff above the liquid value when the crystals 
form in the system near T m strongly suggests that 
the crystalline phase makes quite a larf?e contri
bution to the dipolar polarization. It will be dem
onstrated shortly that this is correct. 

In order to identify at least a major part of this 
proposed crystal polarization, recall that in figure 2 
the 23 °0 loss index data of specimen 0.80 gave a 
strong indication of a loss peak at microwave fre
quencies. The existence of this peak is also borne 
out by the data of Hartshorn, Parry, and Rushton 
[2]. It is this high-frequency loss process that leads 

12 Frohlich has shown on very general grounds th at (P,).ff = (hNI3) C:;;:;;;*lkT) 
=(,.- , .,) Tilt where f is the slowly varyjng function (2.,+ , .,)/3" [23]. T he 
Quantity mrii* gives the magn itude of the square of the effective d ipole momen t 
resul ting from orientation of dipoles, includjn g short ran ge interactions. 

13 Carr and Zimm [24] found that eq (10) applies more accurately to the esti
mation of the square of the index of refraction (, ., =n') as a fnnction of density 
than the Lorentz-Lorenz, or various other expressions. T'be results for E oo at 
other temperatures would h ave differed but little if the Loren tz-Lorenz expression , 
[(n'-1)/(n'+2)]V =RL.L, had been employed. 
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F IGURE 20. T ypical Cole-Cole plots of the dielectric data. . 1 

to the high-frequency contribution in th e room
tempera ture Cole-Cole plo t [or specim en O.SO. This 
contribution is labeled LlEcry"tal in figure 20c. (Justi
fication [or this identification is given below.) The 
microwave da ta a re those near E' = 2.35. The ma,g
nitude of LlEcryB ta l was calculated from th e Cole-Cole 
plots for the other specimens a t various tempera tures 
as the difference El - Eoo (see fig. 20b) . H er e El is the 
value or E' a t which a circular arc, which fits t he 
data for the " low- temperature" or the main los 
peak over the major part of its range, intercepts th e 
abscissa on t he high-frequency sid e. The value of 
Eoo was determin ed from eq (10). In all cases except 
the room-temperature data of specimen O.SO, where 
microwave da,ta revealed the resolved process, 
LlE cryB t a l manifested itsell' simply RS a " tail" or asym
metry on the high-frequency side of the main ar c. 
(See data at 100 DC for x = 0 .44 in fig. 20b) . 
LlEcrys t a l does n ot include the small crys tal contribu
tion of the high-temper ature process. 

The con tribuLion or Ll Ecrys ta l to V ( E,- Eoo ) obtained 
in t he above manner for the various specimens is 
shown in figure 22 over the temperature ra nge 
where the determination is consideredl'eliable. The 
behavior o[ VLlEcry3 ta l with t emperature is in all 
cases that typical of a crys talline phase which is 
becoming more disordOl'ed with increasing temper-
ature, i .e., d(17LlEcrYBta l)/dT is positive. Further
more the value of 17 Ll EcrYB ta l for any specimen is 
directJy proportional to th e degree of crystallinity to, 
within the experimen tal errol'. The value of 
VLl Ecry s ta l extrapola ted to the pure crystal is also 
shown in figure 22 . . 

We th erefore conclude that the very high-fr e
quency process show11 in the 23 DC E" versus log f 
data of figure 2, and which gives rise to Ll Ecry s ta l on 
the Cole-Cole p lo ts, is a bulk crystal property, and 
fur ther , that t he increase in V ( Es- Eoo ) upon crys
tallizing a specimen from the melt is due chiefly to 
the dipole OTientation polari~ation of the crystals 
formed. The con tribution V LlEcry st a l m ay no t b e 
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identifying the correspond ing relaxation"l phenomena as a bu lk property of 
the crystall ine phase. 

the sole crystal contribu tion to V ( es- e oo), but i t 
cer tainly is by far the larges t one at most 
tempera tures . 

The work of R eynolds and coworkers [1 ] on the 
dielectric properties of low molecular weigh t P CTFE 
(mol wt= 9S0) lends support to our findin g tha t the 
crystals of P CTFE exhibit stron g dipolar orienta tion 
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polarization and that this crystal polarization leads 
to a high-frequency "tail" or asymmetry in the data 
on a Cole-Cole plot. These authors were able to 
observe a relaxation peak in the pure liquid phase 
above the crystal melting point of their low molec
ular weight polymer. On a Cole-Cole plot, these 
data gave a regular circular arc with no evidence of 
a high-frequency "tail. " Upon cooling the specimen 
and allowing crystals to form, the value of the 
static dielectric constant rose to surprisingly high 
values (fs ~8). Furthermore, the dielectric data 
taken with the crystals in the system yielded a 
Cole-Cole plot with a sizeable "tail" or asymmetry 
on the high-frequency side. 

From the standpoint of the e" versus T plots at 
1 cis, the crystal polarization found above does not 
lead to a loss peak in the observed temperature 
range. Its critical frequency even at 23°C is 
around 1010 cis, and this critical frequency almost 
certainly does not fall near 1 cis even at - 50°C. 
The crystal relaxation peak on an /' versus T plot 
at 1 cis would probably appear in the general vicinity 
of - 100 °C or below , and be quite small because of 
the greatly diminished value of LlEcrysta l at such low 
temperatures (see fig . 22). 

The crystal polarization process is somewhat 
unusual in two respects . First, the relaxation time 
associated with it is extremely short (7",10- 11 sec at 
23°C), indicative of a low free energy of activation. 
and second, the polarization is rather strong, in
creasing to a value comparable to that of the normal 
liquid just below the melting point. Molecular 
reorientation of simple polar chain molecules about 
the long molecular axis leading to dielectric polari
zation and loss is a well known phenomenon [25, 26], 
but a rotation en bloc of large sections of the polymer 
chain of this type is probably not the sole cause of 
the high-frequency process in PCTFE. In a rigid 
single-axis rotator, only the component of the dipole 
moment perpendicular to the chain axis contributes 
to the orientation polarization. The chain of 
PCTFE is believed to possess a spiral twist [27] 
with a repeat distance of roughly 15 A. Whether 
the chain be syndiotactic or isotactic, this structure 
necessitates that the resultant dipole moment of a 
long section of chain (regarded as being rigid) would 
have only a very small component normal to the 
chain axis due to vectorial cancellation. The "rigid 
rod" model with spiral twist thus does not seem 
capable of explaining the high polarization observed, 
even if free intermolecular rotation about the long 
axis is assumed. Also , such a model would probably 
tend to suggest a longer relaxa tion time than is 
found experimentally. The latter is especially the 
case where chain folds exist at the ends of the chain 
elements. (In PCTFE crystallized at 180 °C the 
lamellae are roughly 300 A thick [28].) 

One possible explanation of the high polarization 
and the short relaxation time is that the electric 
field distorts individual sections of the spirally 
twisted chain in the crystal, causing a local un
twisting that leads to a large local dipole moment 
which then gives rise to dipolar polarization. The 
energy and geometry of one particular type of local 

uncoiling of a helical chain is a crystal has been 
considered by R eneker [29] in terms of point defects. 
H e h as concluded in the case of the polyoxymeth
ylene chain , which has a spiral twist superimposed on 
a larger h elix, that the local un coiling of the larger 
helix would have a low energy of activation (about 
2 kcal/mole) , since such lo cal uncoiling can be ac
complished with only a slight disruption of the 
surrounding lattice. It is not clear whether this 
particular type of un coiling could occur in PCTFE, 
since a detailed knowledge of the structure is lacking. 
Nevertheless, some type of local uncoiling or un
twisting of the polymer chain seems the best possi
bility to explain the magnitud e and rapidity of the 
dipolar polarization observed for the crystalline 
phase. The increase in dipolar polarization with 
increasing temperature observed in PCTFE is con
sistent with this suggestion. 

If the above proposal is correct, one would expect 
that other polymers with spirally twisted molecules 
might exhibit a high-frequ ency crystal relaxation. 
For example, crystalline polyoxymethylene may 
prove to exhibit a high-frequency crystal relaxation 
pl'.ocess sinlila~· to that found in PCTFE in the 
mIcrowave regIOn . 

4.3. The Low-Temperature Relaxation Process 

The frequency dependence of the low-temperature 
relaxation process in specimens of various crystal
linities and at various teTl1peratures has been pre
sented in figures 2, 7, 10, and 12. This loss process 
is from a dielectric standpoint the most prominent 
in PCTFE, and leads to the large low-temperature 
peak when the data are plotted on an e" versus 
temperature plot as shown in figure 16a. 

An estimate of the contribution of this low
temperature process to (Pp.)efl can be established by 
dealing with the results obtained from the Cole-Cole 
plots such as those in figure 20. If VLlfcrystal (fig. 22) 
is sub tracted from the value of V (e., - e 00 ) (fig. 21) 
for each of the specimens, the curves shown in figure 
23a are obtained. These c urves represent the sum 
of the contributions of the low-, intermediate-, and 
high-temperature processes to (Pp.)efl . The dashed 
line marked "x= O extrapolated" represents an esti
mate of the behavior of the pure normal amorphous 
phase. This is based both upon an extrapolation of 
the high-temperature pure liquid points, and the 
curve for specimen 0.12 at lower temperatures. The 
behavior of the hypothetical pure amorphous pllase 
of PCTFE depicted by this dashed lin e features a 
maximum between 50 and 100 °C which is readily 
apparent even in the 0.44 (56 percent amorphous) 
specimen. (It should be recalled tlmt direct meas
urement of the dielectric properties of a completely 
amorphous specimen would b e impossible between 
about 50 and 200°C b cctLUSJ ntpicl crystallizatioll 
would occur). 

If from the Cole-Cole plots one estimates the 
magnitude of the contribution of the hig-h- and in ter-
mediate-temperature processes to V(es - f oo ) and 
subtracts this contribution (shown in fig. 23b) from 
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the appropri aLe cu n 'es or figu J'C 2.)11, lhen ol1e 
obLain s the curves shown in figure 21<:. 

Th e curves in figure 23c represent Lhc co nlribu
t ion , VLlfL7" of the low temperat ure proC'ess in lhe 
va rious pecimens to (P~)cff' Th e x = O da shed lil1 e 
l'epresents our best estimate of the contribuLion of 
t he 10w-temperatUl'e process in tbe pure norl11<ll 
amorphous phase to (P~)cfl' At low tempcr,;atul'es, 
tllis lin e is based on a simple extrapolatiol1 of the 
x = O.12 data. The geneml appeamnce of the x = o 
line in figure 2& between - 50 and + 150 °0 leaves 
little doubt that a totally amorphous specimen of 
P OTF'E would exhibit a prom1:nent low-temperature 
process e.tfect. The x = 0.44, x = O.12 , and x = O 
(extrapola ted) lines clearly indicate that sOlll e type 
of dielectrieally active molecular mot ions exist in 
the amorphous phase of the polym er far below the 
ordinary glass transition at T g = 52 °C. 

The line indicated as x = 1 (extrapolated) in figm e 
23c will be discussed subsequently. 

Further evidence can be cited that shows that the 
amorphous phase mal;;:es a large contribution to t he 
low-temperature effect. The low-temperature proc
ess gives ri e to tbe main broad arc of width LlfL T 

when th e dielectric da ta arc placed on a Cole-Cole 
plot, as shown in figure 20. As mentioned earli er, 
Reynolds and coworkers r1] obtained s im ilar Cole
Cole plots of tl1Cir data on low molecular weigh t 
PCTFE waxes. Their work supports our belief Lhn,t, 
the amorphous phase makes a large contribution to 
the low-temperature process. Theil' Cole-Cole plot 
for the pure liquid phase consists of a simple arc. 
The arc com ponent persists also in their semi crystal
line specimens measured at lower tompel'<ttures. 
Furthermore, their log f m versus l i T plot (derived 
from t he loss peaks which gives rise to the arc in t he 
Cole-Cole plot for the semicrystalline specimen ) 
gives a straight line that passes through the poin t 
obtained from t he loss data of the pure liquid above 
the melting poi])t. This demonstrates that tbe low
temperature process is controlled chiefly by molecu
lar motions in the amorphous phase of low molecular 
weight PCTFE. Th e appar ent heat of activation 
of the relaxation process they observed was 19 kcall 
mole, which is quite similar to the value of 17.4 kcall 
mole obtained by us for the low-temperature process 
as extrapolated to x = O (see below)Y 

a. Effect of Crystallization on the Low-Temperature Process. 
Anomalous Behavior at High Crystallinity 

The prin cipal seat of the low-temperatm e process 
in moderate or weakly crys talline specim ens bas 
been clearly established above I1S the amorphous 
component. Thc objective or this section is to indi
cate the nat ure of the co mplications introduced into 
the low-temperature cHect by bigh crysta llinit:v. 

One manifes tation of th e effcct of crystallinity on 
the low-temperature process is a large shift of th e 

H Reynolds and cowOI'kers tentati vely associated the arc portion of the Oole
Cole plots to the crysta ls. but we belie ve Lhe rev ised inte rpretation given above 
is the correct one. 'T'hcr(' is howc\'c r, agreement on the general fact that the 
crystals contribute to the dipolar polariza tion. 
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maximums wit.h X in the 7r tan 0 (mechani cal) an d /' 
(dielectric) VeISUS T plots shown in figure 16. The 
temperatw'e or the maximum, Truax , of the low-tem
perature process at 1 cis is ~iven in table 9 as a fun c
tion of x. I t is seen that til ere is a close correspond
ence between Trnax in the dielectric and mechanical 
cases, and that Tmax falls as X increases. By a 
s imple extrapolation, it is readily estimated that 
Tlll ax is - 10 °C for x--?O and - 45 °C 1'01' x--? l. 

Correspond ingly, figme 17 shows that in the tem
perature interval from 0 to + 50 °C the rrequen c~' or 
the maximum of the low-tempcrature process, at 
constant temperature, increases as X increases. 15 

Mikhailov [3] has observed a similar shift. 

l' In fi gure 17 the smoll chan ge of slope in the log 1m versus 1/ 1' plot of tbe low· 
temperaturc proccss Dear 50 °0 is probably attributable to sc(:ondary efTccts COI1-
Jlcctcd with the glass trans ition . Above 75 00, however, the maximum I ios in 
the more inaccurate Q-met('1' measurement range so that the apparent change 
in slope could poss ibl y arise from error in locating 1m. 



rABLE 9. Temperature at th e loss maximum of the low-tempera
ture process observed by dielectric and mechanical methods at 1 cf s 

T max 
x 

Dielectric Mechan ical 

0. 12 - 13±5 ' 0 
. 27 -18±5 ' 0 
. 42 -30±5 °0 
. 44 -30±5 ' 0 
.80 - 41±5 ' 0 - 40±5 °0 

The activation energy for the low-temperature 
dielectric process shows a slight dependen ce of x, as 
indicated in table 8. The activation energy is 
larger for the case x~O (6.H* = 17.4 kcaljmole) than 
for the case x~l (6.H* = 13.5 kcal/mole). 

P erhaps th e most obvious manifestation of the 
effect of crystallinity on the low-temperature process 
is the excess polarization denoted by the dashed line 
marked x = l (extrapolated) in figure 23(c). The 
implication is that th e abnormality resides mostly in 
t he highly crystalline specimens. The fact that 
x = 1 (extrapolated line) is well above the abscissa 
is not a result of an acculTlUlation of experimental 
errors. In figure 24, it is readily apparent that the 
high-frequency crystal relaxation is widely separated 
from the main loss peak at 23 °C. The area under 
t h e main loss peak in figure 24 (as extrapolated to 
x = 1) leads to the anomalous contribution to V 6.ELT 
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The large loss peak near 10' cjs is due to the low-temperature mechanism. 'r ho 
contribution ncar 10 '0 cjs is due to the high-frequency crystal mechanism. 

at x = 1 (extrapolated) shown in figure 23c.16 It 
follows that the high-frequency crystal r elaxation 
process is not responsible for the anomalous contri
bution to the low-temper ature process at high x. 

It is of importance to indicate that a similar 
anomaly does not occur, at least in such pronounced 
form, in all semicrystalline polym ers. In a similar 
analysis of the low-temperature process in polyvinyl 
alcohol (PVA) , Ishida, Takada, and Takayanagi [30] 
found that Es- Eoo depended linearly on the fraction 
of amorphous material b etween x = 0 .37 and 0.58, 
and extrapolated to zero for x~1. This crystalline 
polymer is atactic, and the dipoles in the extended 
chain configuration are not spirally arranged about 
the carbon chain axi,; fiS in P CTFE. 

No completely satisfactory explanation of the ori
gin of the anomalous contribution to V 6.ELT at high 
X in PCTFE has b een found. I t could b e due to a 
h eretofore hidden contribut ion of the crystals. If 
so, the crystals would have to be highly disordered, 
and give a contribution to V6.ELT that is nonlinear 
with x. Conceivably, the crystal phase involved 
may be a bundlelike (non-folded ) one, consisting of 
shorter chains segr egated out as the chain-folded 
lamellae form from the longer molecules. Alterna-
tively, the anomalous con tribution of V6.ELT for X--71 
may be an abnormality induced into the amorphous 
phase by the presence of a large fraction of lamellar 
crystals. The present da ta are incapable of clearly 
indicating which, if any, of these explana tions is 
correct . 

None of th e in teresting peculiarities exhibited by 
the highly crystalline PCTFE specimens at low 
temperatures detract from the concept t hat the 
low-temperature process in its unperturbed form is 
basically a property of th e amorphous componen t 
of th e polymer . 

b. Nature of the Molecular Mechanism 

The overall heat of activation, 6.H* , of th e low
temperature process, according to table 8, centers 
around 15.6 kcal/mole. For the case x~O , it is 
17.4 kcal /mole. Furthermorc, this value is essen
tially independent of tempemture. Both th e low 
value of 6.H* and its insensitivity to temperature 
indicate that the responsible molecular motion 
corresponds to dipole orienta tion over a fairly 
simple barrier system. It seems clear that only a 
relatively small number of chain segments can be 
directly involved. A kinking or " jump rope" 
motion in the amorph ous phase involving but a 
few chain segments would suffice to explain th e 
effects noted experimentally. The activation bar
rier that the dipoles involved must surmount in 
order to orient would in this case originate partly 
Jrom hindered rotation in the chain itself, and 
partly from hindrances due to nearest neighbors. 
The large contribution to (P~/eff by the low-tem
perature mechanism is consistent with the proposed 
type of motion in a molecule with dipoles rigidly 
attached at a right angle to the main chain backbone. 

16 The mechanical loss data in figure 16 also indicate that extrapolation to x= 1 
will not remove the low·temperature peak. 
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c. The low·Temperature Process and the Glass Transition 

The ob ervation that the low-temperature process 
in POTFE is mainly a resul t of motions in the 
amorphous (glassy) phase is especially significant 
in view of the fact that it shows that rapid molecular 
motions persist far below the usual glass transition 
at T g= 52 °0. This cannot possibly be a cribed to 
independently rotatable side groups in the case of 
POTFE. The results obtained h ere clearly imply 
that the purely amorphous phase of a polymer with 
dipoles rigidly attached at a right angle to the main 
chain backbone exhibit a bimodal set of relaxation 
t imes. The long set "freezes out" at 1 cIs above 
Tg and must involve complex long-range motions 
of sizeable parts of the molecules (intermediate
temperature process). The shorter set freezes out 
far b elow Tg at 1 cIs, and corresponds to a simpler 
motion involving a much smaller number of chain 
segmen ts (low-temperature process) . These two 
relaxation processes (or loss peaks) themselves are 
not properly termed "transitions," and we have 
avoided this usage. However, some type of transi
tion may underlie one or both of th e relaxation 
effects. 

The in termediate-temperature process foretells 
the t ransition upercooled liquid --o>glassy state at 
T g=52 °0. In some respects, the low-temperature 
process in a largely amorphous specimen may be 
regarded as denoting th e onset of a "transition" 
within the glassy state. However, it is not lmown 
from th e present work whether the "freezing out" 
of the low-temperature process would lead to a 
break in the V-T curve similar in general character 
to that at T g=52 °0 associated with the intermedi
ate-temperature process. Extrapolation of the log 
jm versus l /T plot for specimen 0.12 (fig. 17) to 
0.01 cis gives T= - 60 °0. Interestingly, Bacca
redda and Bu tta [31] h ave found a break in th eir 
sound velocity versus temperature daLa on POTFE 
at -58 °0 (as well as at + 48 °0) in a 51 percent 
crystalline specimen. Such breaks in sound-velocity 
data often Occur at the same temperature as breaks 
in V-T data or specific heat data. 

4.4. Maxwell-Wagner Polariza tion 

Before givin g t he summary of the interpretation , 
it will be shown that none of the relaxation effects 
observed were due to Maxwell-Wagner polarization. 

Reynolds and coworkers [1] suggested that since 
semicrystalline POTFE consists of a two-pbase 
system, some of the observed relaxation effects may 
have resul ted from Maxwell-Wagner polarization. 
Nakajima a nd Saito [6] rej ected this mecha!li~m 
on the grounds that the observed d-c co nductIvIty 
of neither phase is large enough to give any effect 
in their measurement region. Since the present work 
extends the measuremen ts on the two phase system 
up to 200 °0, where higher d-c conductivities were 
observed, it is necessary to reinspect the problem. 

Since the resistivity increases as the specim en is 
crystallized, we shall regard the crystals as non
conducting regions imbedded in a semiconducting 

_ ., 
matrix- the amorphous phase. We shall apply the 
equations developed by W agner [32] to describe the 
dielectric properties of a composition consistin~ of a 
low concentration of spheres of one material dis
persed through a matrix of a nother material. 
Wagner's equation is applied despite the facts that 
(a) we have no assurance that the crystals are 
spherical and, as is pointed out by Sillars [33], the 
crystal shape can alter the re ults appreciably, (b) 
we are extending it to a much higher concentration 
of spheres than W agn er visualized. vVagner's equa
tion predicts a D ebye-type loss peak (after the d-c 
conductivity effect is sub tracted out) . The peak 
has a relaxation time r and an associated chano-e in 
dielectric constant Ll(; given by 

an d 

3 ~o~' p 
r=(2+ q) 

3q(1 - q)~' 

(2 + q) 2 

(ll) 

(12) 

Here ~' is assum ed to be nearly th(same for the t,,:o 
phases, p is the resistivity of the amorphous matm;: 
in ohm-cm, q is tbe volume fraction of crystals 
(q~x). From the observed!resistivity of the speci
men, Ps, the resistivity of the"'matrix, p,~can be com
puted from the equation [32],17 

2(1-q) 
P= Ps 2+ q . (13) 

At 200 °0, P. for specimen 0.80 was 7 X 1015 ohm-cm. 
Therefore, P is f1bout 2.5 X 1015 ohm-cm. Sub-
titu ting into eqs (ll ) and (12) we find r = 760 sec 

and Ll~= 0. 3. A Debye-type loss peak is tber?fore 
predicted at a frequency of about 2 X lO - 4 cIs, WIth a 
peak height of 0.15 . A relacmtion . process of t his 
nf1ture would not detectably affect t he data even at 
0.1 cis. Therefore, Nfaxwell-Wagner polarization 
is not responsible for the relaxation processes occming 
at hi o·11 er frequencies or at lower temperatures. In 
only ~ne case was f1n appreciable conductivity effect 
noted in a crystf111ine specimen after t he measmed 
d-c contribution to ~" h ad been subtracted. In the 
175 and 200 °0 data for specimen 0. 80 shown in 
figure 6, a lal'ge upswing is seen in ~" at the lowest 
frequencies. This was identified as being principally 
a conductivity effect and was no t tf1ken as indicating
a true relaxation mechanism. In any event, this 
conductivi ty does not lead, t hrough the Maxwell
W agner effect, to the loss peaks at higher frequencies 
shown in figure 6. 

If the crystals are assumed to b e ellipsoids with a 
high axial ratio (correspondin g electrically to indi
vidual lamellae) the proposed Maxwell-Wagner 
effect would occur at a fr equency sLill lower than that 
calculated using the sph erical approxim aLion. 

Equation (ll) shows thatr is proportional to p, 
the resistivity of the f1ll1orphoLls matrix. In this 
connection, it is of inLeresL to noLe that the resis
tivity of a specimen decreases considerably while the 

11 The applicability of the equation p. =p(2+q)/(2- 2q) to the present situat ion 
was rou ghly check ed. Crystallizing a specimen of PC'l'FE at 200 °C to a degree 
of crystallinity Dear 0.57 resul ted in an increase it; the resistivity to 2. 7 times tbe 
value of the liquid (P.= (2. 7)p) . Equ atIOn (13) wltb q=0.57, predIcts p. = (2.99) p . 
which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental observation. 
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s pecimen is maintained near 01' above 200 °C . Ii' 
thermal degradation (01' indeed anv other mech
u~lism) . reduces the resisti vit)- suffici~n tly, the pl'e
dlCted .Muxwell-V{ agner peak will move suflicien tly 
far into the measurable frequency spectrum to com
bine with or mask the true relaxation peaks. Tilis 
did not occur in the present study. 

4.5. Summary of Interpretation 

In the main, the high-, intermediate-, and low
temperature processes uncov-ered in PCTFE are 
consistent with an emerging pattern of the dielectric 
and mechanical behavior of semicrystalline polymers 

. whose chains possess no independently rotatable side 
groups. A summary giving the important results 
concerning these mechanisms is given in table 10. 

It is useful at this point to mention the nomen
clature used by certain other authors in dealing with 
the specific mechanisms and phases involved in these 
three effects. Takayanagi calls the resolved high
temperature process in polyethylene, polyoxymeth
ylene, and isotactic polypropylene "ac" , and 
attributes it to the effect of chain-folded lamellar 
structures [17 , 18] as we have shown in the case of 
PCTFE. The resolved intermediate temperature 
process in the same polymers is denoted "aa" by 
Takayanagi, and attributed to relaxations in the amor
phous phase, as shown here for PCTFE. The 
present work on PCTFE establishes a clear relation 
between the relaxation effects associated with the 
intermediate-temperature process and the 17- T glass 
transition at T g = 52 °C. The low-temperature 
process is called the "{3" process in comparable 
polymers by Takayanagi. The present work shows 
that it is principally a result of the amorphous phase 
in PCTFE. On no account should the low-tem
perature process in the amorphous phase of the type 
of polymers mentioned above, which have no in
dependently rotatable side groups, be confused with 
the relaxation effect that occurs in the amorphous 
phase of polymers that possess independently 
rotatable side groups, such as poly(methyl metIui:
crylate). This latter effect is also often called 
"{3" [34, 35], but is to be distinguished f!'Om the 
"{3" process in polymers without rotatable side 
groups. 

The present work on PCTFE provides insight in to 
the circumstances that allow the intermediate and 
high temperature processes to appear as two r e
solved peaks on the one hand, and as one "mixed" 
peak on the other. Two resolved dielectric loss 
peaks appear in specimens of high X crystallized 
from the melt that contain well-formed lamellar 
spherulites; a single "mixed" dielectric peak appears 
in an equally crystalline specimen crystallized with
out large well-formed spherulites prepared by the 
quench ~anneal technique. Another interesting 
point clearly brought out by the work on PCTFE is 
that increasing the degree of crystallinity does not 
actually lead to a large true increase of To as meas
ured by the V - T method or by mechanical loss 
measurements. The apparent increase of Tg implied 
by the dielectric data is a r esult of mixing and in-

TABLE 10. Summary of results of analysis of dipolar J'elaxation 
and polarization ej)'ects in se micrystalline PCTF E 

Process 
T mo , fo r I cis 
loss pea k on 
E" Yersu '3 T 

plot 

Phase 
i rn"o! n!d 

Rem arks 

------1-----1-----·---------
1Ugh

temperature 

Intermed iate
temperature 

Low-tempera
ture (normal 
component) 

Low-tem
perature 
(abnormal 
comllonent) 

Jligh
freq uenc)' 
crys tal 
polarization 

+ 150 °0 

- 10 °0 
(extrapolated 

to X= O) 

- 45 °0 
(extrapolated 

to x~ l ) 

N ot observed 
at 1 cis in 
tem perature 
range 
studied . 
lVl ayappear 
below 
-50 °0 

Ohai n-foilled 
lamella r 
crystall ine 

Normal 
amorphous 

Nonnal 
amorphous 

AbuOl'mal 
amorphous 
or disord ered 
crystal 

Or),stalline 

Ap pears in resoh -eel form on ly 
in hig hl y crystalline sp hcru. 
litic specimens. c::"l-L *~80 
kcal/molf'. Probably in
vo\v('s l amellar surfaces or 
in terl amella r inte ractions. 

R elaxa tion etTrct associated 
with onset of norm al glass 
transition at 1'g=52 °0 . 
ill-f ' follows \I'Lli' relat ion 
with T,~52 °0. Mecha
niSIn in vol ves complex mo
tionso f many chain segments 
in amorphou s regions. 

Relaxation e trect in amor
phous phase assoc ia.ted with 
short-range reorientat ion of 
a fow chai n segments over 
fairly simple barrier syste m 
(kinking or " jump rope" 
t y pe motions). f1[{ '= 17.4 
kcal/mole. Leads to most 
prominent lo:-.s pE'<lk ob
sen-cd _ 

Appears most prominently in 
highl y crystalline speci
m ens, mixes with normal 
component. f1H'~ 13.5 
kcal/mole. A hi gh degree 
of orientational disorder is 
indicated. 

Bulk property o[ crystals. 
Relaxation time ,-ery shor t 
(T~lO- li sec at 23 °0 ). 
~1 echanism m ay involve 
untwisti ng of spira l chain 
structure, Pol ariza tion in
ereascs with temperature, 
becomes comparable to 
I iquid polarization near T"" 
D.H* unknO\\ n . but prob
ably sm all. 

tensity factors. There is no reason to suppose that 
a phase clearly indentifiable as basically amorphous 
docs not exist in semicrystalline specimens of 
PCTFE even at high x. 

The fact that dielectrically active relaxation effects 
are observed both above and below the nominal 
glass transition temperature in the amorphous phase 
implies that a flexible right-angle dipole polymer 
liquid (with no independently rotatable side groups) 
can possess a bimodal distribution of relaxation 
times. The longer time set "freezes out," near or 
above T g , depending upon the frequency, and con
sists of complex modes of relaxation involving a 
large number of polymer segments. The shorter 
time set involves more simple and localized motions 
which persist at temperatures far below T g = 52 °C 
in the case of PCTFE. 18 

An interesting and unusual feature of the present 
work on PCTFE is the proof of the existence and 
description of a large bulk crystal polarization effect 
associated with a very fast dipolar reorientation 
process. The loss process is so rapid that the 
corresponding maximum on an E" versus log j plot 
is not quite reached even at 8.6 kMc/s at 23°C. 

" If t he side gronp constit ut in g the righ t-angle dipole rigidly attached to the 
main cha in backbone is large, the simple localized motion lead ing to tbe low
temperature process may be snbdued or moved to higher temper atures. In 
such a case, the low-temperature process a.n d the intermediate-temperature 
process might merge and become indis tinguishable. However, this did not 
OCCUr in P OT FE or t he other semicrystalline polymers men tioned above. 
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This process may appear in other emicrystalline 
polymers in the microwave region. No large loss 
peltk.on an til versus T plot at a fixed frequency due 
to t hIS process was uncovered. 

M.axwell-Wagner polarizatio.n is incapable of 
causmg any of the loss peaks dJScu eel. 

5 . Appendix. Micrometer Specimen Holder, 
Measurement Techniques, and Accuracy 
of Results for 0.01 cIs to 10 Mc/s 

5 .1. Introduction 

. Duril~g the cO~lrse of our investigation oJ Lhe 
d lel~ctnc pr?per tles of P CTFE and oth er poly
men c matenals, a number of problems relatin o' to 
a,pparfl,tus and measurement techniqu es were" en
coun tered and solved. Doubtless ma,ny of these 
problems were noted and adequately dealt wi th in 
vario~l s wfI,Ys by other investiga,tors, but t he [act 
remalns t ha,t such usef ul deta,ils are rfl,rely published. 
The object or appendixes 5, 6, and 7 is to give an 
fl,ccoun t of t he experimental details in a form t ha t 
will provide m aximum userulness to workers dealino' 
wi th other systems, ftnd which at the same tim e d eal~ 
specifically with the measurement on the PCTFE 
specim ens used in this research. 

In this a,ppendi x, the rollowin o' i tems ar e covered: 
(a) The co nstrucLion of the n~icrometer specimen 

holder used Lo mfl,ke dielectric measurements on 
rigid disk specimens between 0.01 cis to 10 Mc/s 
a,nd at temperfl,tures rangin g from - 40 to + 500 oc: 
(D escriptions of the two bridges and t he Q-meter 
used with t his specimen holder are given in a,ppendix 
6.) 

(b) M ethods used to co mpute €' and €" [or rio-id 
~lisk spe~im en s , such a~ PCTFE 0. 80, 0.73 , and 0.44, 
111 t he Jl1lcrometer specimen holder. 

(c) Analys is of accuracy of results on rio'id disk 
. b 

specIm ens. 
(d) Addi tion of ~ g.u ard .ring to the specim en 

holder, and the use o( thl deVIce to measure €' and €" 

f~r d ~r~rl11 able materia,l~ such as t he.1iquid specimen 
of P C I FE, 0.0 . Also gIven are detaIls of the experi
mentnl procedure, methods of calculation of resul ts 
and an analysis of the accuracy. ' 

(e) Modifications or technique used to obtain €' 

and €" for thin films (such as PCTFE 0.12) wi th the 
I~lcr~m eter l~old er. In ?lud~d here i ~ ~ sp:cial analy
SIS of the effect of surf a,ce llTegulantJes ll1 the film 
a nd t he effect of surface electrodes. ' 

5 .2. Micrometer Specimen Holder 
o . Design Requirements 

~ost of the electrical measuremen ts were made 
using H. two-termina.l sa,mple hold er which ha.d been 
designed for use at temperatures from abou t - 40 
to + 500 °C.19 The substitution method was em
ployed. The holder was designed so that it would 
have the followin g features: (a) Low differential 
therm al expa,nsion so tha.t there is a. minimum of 
warping in the holder, and so that the spacing be-

19 The dcs}gn and ~nstl'ucLion or this hal der w as perfor med as a par t of the 
resea rch project on h lgh·tempcraturc-l'csisLant polymers sponsored by the Ord
nance Corps, Department of the Army. 

tween the electrodes can be readily measured at all 
temperatures. (b) J.Jow dielectric loss in the holder 
at all temperatures. (c) A means of controllin o' and 

1 . b 
accurate y measunng t he spa.cing between t he el ec-
tl:odes. (cl) A means of reproduci bly con necting and 
disconnectm g the holder from the two-termimtl meas
uring circuit. (e) Seri es r esistance and inductance 
sh<:>uld be sufficiently low that t he hold er may be 
relIably operated up to 10 M c/s. A slio'ht modifi
cation described later ~Y whi ch t he holder may be 
operated 1Il a three-ternunal man ner makes it possible 
to. extend the frequency at t he lower end to 0.01 cis 
uSll1g a. t hree-term in allow-Crequ ency bl'idge [5] . 

b . Description of H older 

The. holder was designed acco rding to t he princi
ples gIven by Hartshorn [36], which elimina te t he 
edge capaci tance from the determinrttion of capaci
tance, a, nd which is fI, modification of the holder 
described by Baker [37]. The design is such that 
the electrodes ca.n be phteed in a furn ace wi th co n
Lrols for separating t he electrodes and m easuri no
the spacin g between them outside the he11ted s pH ce~ 
A VlO W. of. thIS holder is given in fLgure 25. A 
schemat iC cllHgmm of Lhe holder is give n in figure 26. 

The upper elec trod e, C, is aLt~Lc lted to lL movctble 
frame co nsis ting of t hree metal rods, a ceramic disk 
at the top, a nd two brass plfl,tes, a,ll cla mped too-ether 
to form 11, rigid framework. This framework ~10ves 
only in 11, vertienl direcLion g uided . by six guide 
wheels, 0, whIch ca,n also be acl,i usted to center Lhe 
two electrodes. The wheels are attach ed to a fixed 
framewo rk of rods a,nd dnmpin o- pln.Les . This fixed 
fram ~work is rigidly aLtached" to the support ing 
tmnsl te pla,te, F, a nd suppor ts the silver base pla te, 
E. The ve rLi cal posiLion of Lite movable frame and 
electrode is co ntrolled by t he t humb nut K. The 
posi tio n of the mova,ble frame a. ncl elec lrode wi th 
respect to the fixed fra mework is meas ured by a 
mlCromeLel" scre,y- , 1. A pulley and co un terweigh t 
system has been InsLalled (no t shown) which reduces 
the compress ive force whi ch the movable upper 
elec~rode 11. !ld framework apply to t he specim en wh en 
restll1g on It . 

'~h e mo.vable elect rode is electri cally connected by 
a s11 vel'. wue Lo t he silver base plate, E, and thus to 
the staLnless steel t u be wh ich forms the o-rOLl nd ed 
terminal of the holder. For three-termin~l opera
t l.on WIth t he low-freq uencv bridge this wire is 
ehsconnected from the movable elecLrode . Electri cal 
contact between the elect rode H,nd the fl, ppropri rtte 
te1l11lnal of t he low-frequency bridge [5] is established 
by plunging a brass rod tipped wi th a phosphor
bronze spring co ntacto r downward t hrouO" h t he oven 
in to. the hole in t he upper electrode ordi'na,rily con
ta lllll1g a t hermocoupl e. E lect ri cal insulation be
twee~ the upper mova ble elect rode and ground is 
prOVIded by the cemmi e disk suppor ting the elec
trode. For operation ILt temperatures ~1bove 150 
°C it was found des ir~L ble to pl fl,('e thin mi ca wfl,shers 
between all metal to ce mmi c co ntacts in order to 
increase t he res i st~Ulce to ground from the moyable 
electrode. 

The lower elect rode, D, is moun ted o n 11, rod , M , 
that is held eo ncen t ric wi t h t he thi n-wall ed t u be 
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which is welded to the silver base plate, E. The 
rod is aA"ially centered and insulated by two Teflon 
disks 20 (see P, fig. 27 ). Vertical support is provided 
through three small fused silica rods, U, which pass 
through the upper T eflon disk. The rod and tube 
serve as terminals for the holder, and connection is 
made to the measuring instruments by means of 
rigid concentric leads, J. The silver cover, B, is 

2O:PolytetrafluoJ'oetb ylene, a product o[ E. 1. DuPont de Nemours Co. , 
Inc. 

l - ---A 

B-------~ 

c-~..",rr 
D------~~~~~ 
M--------~~~I 

_.---- E 

T -------~~ 

- ---- F 

1-+-------H 

Q-------.-l~J 

J----------~~~'~~I 

K --- -------

O -------+l.~~ 

~~------------ L 

FIGU RE 25. Photograph of the specimen holder with the=oven, 
A, and the silver cover, B, raised. 

A = Cylindrical oven 
B = Silver cover o[ holder case 
C = lvIovable electrode 
D = F ixed , insulated electrode 
E = Sil ver base o[ holder case 
F =rL"'ransi te support and base f(lf o ven 
O=Clampin g pl ate for movable frame 
U =Clamping plate for fixed frame 
I =Switch 
J = Coaxial leads 

K = Nu t for supporting mo vable [rame 

lowered over the electrodes to form a complete 
electrostatic shield. Its high thermal conductivity 
helps to maintain uniform temperature in the holder. 

I..Jow differential expansion was obtained by con
structing from the same material all members ex
posed to heat whose expansion contributes to verti
cal motion of the electrodes. Thus, the vertical 
rods , electrodes, and thin-walled tube are made from 
stainless steel. Stainless steel has a relatively low 
thermal conductivity, whi ch is a desirable feature in 

Q---+-I 

I..-- - - --- L 

FIGURE 26. Schematic of the specimen holder (not drawn to 
scale) . 
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L = Micrometcr screw 
lvI =Support rod for insulated electrode 
N = 'l'hin-walled tubing 
O= Ouidewheel 
P= 'l'efion support washers 
Q= R od of movable frame 
R = l!"'lexible sil ver wire 
S = Small tube to permit insertion of thermocouple 
'1' = H eater coils 
U = Fused silica rods 
V = Disk specimen in measuring position 



those parts of the holder which extend outside the 
electrode itI'ea. The differential expansion was de
termined by noting the micrometer reading at each 
temperature with the electrodes toO'ether. The e 
values were used as corrections to tL1e micrometer 
"zero" at the appropriate tempenLture. A further 
cOlTecLion was made to compensate for the expansion 
of the segment of support rod which enters the 
heated area when the electrodes are separated. 

Expansion of the movable framework perpendic
ular Lo the axis of the electrodes was nearly elimi
naLed by making the top plate of the movable 
framework from Stupalith 21 ceramic, which hitd a 
very low coefficient of thermal expansio n. The 
other horizontal plates of the movable framework 
are outside the heated space. As a res ul t, the 
warping of the holder is negligible. 

Spring washers were placed on the underside of 
the Stupalith disk so that it WitS firmly pressed 
against t he upper nu t of each of the vertical rods, 
regardless of t he difference in expansion betwee n the 
rods a nd the StupaliLh. The shoulder of the upper 
elecLrode which was prC'ssed agai nst Lhe Stupalitb 
disk, WILS made large in order to seat the movable 
electrode firmly to the disk. 

Low dielectric loss in t he holder was achieved by 
using T eflon disks to insulate the high-po tential 
electrode, andlocatinO' the disks outside of the oven. 
Because of t hermal co nduction in t he tube and the 
rod, M, the upper insulating disk becomes heated 
to a temperature approaching 200 DC when the 
oven is at 500 DC. The elecLrical proper ties of 
Teflon remain sufficiently co nstant up to this tem
peratlll'e so that the heating of the T eflon disk had 
no effect on Lhe operation of the holder. At 1 kc/s, 
over the entire temperature range, this holder has a 
loss tl1 Llgent lower than the two- terminal v'Lriable 
air capacitor in the Schering bridge. 

For operation above room temperature, heat is 
supplied by the oven, A, and the auxiliary heater , 
T. The auxiliary heater T is wound on a ceramic 
tube about 2 in. in diameter. A thermocouple 
attached to t he silver base plate, E, is the sensing 
element to co ntrol the current in the au;xiliary 
heater T. After some experimentation , the correct 
settings of the control temperature a nd of the 
currents in the two heaters can be determined such 
that thermal gradients anywh ere in the specimen do 
no t exceed 0.3 °C at any temperature up to 500 DC. 

The temperature of the specimen is measured by 
a thermocouple located at Lhe bo ttom of a hole 
drilled down the center of the upper electrode to 
within 1 mm of the lower surface. The thermo
couple is inserted through the top of the oven, A, 
into this hole. The porcelain tube co ntaining the 
thermocouple can be seen in figure 25 extending out 
of the hole. 

A refrigerated head (not shown) replaces the oven, 
A, for operation down to about -40 DC. (By pack
ing dry ice around the silver can, B, lower tempera
tures can be achieved, but the temperature control 
problem is then somewhat troublesome.) T empera-

" Stu palith 2417, a product of Stupakof! Ceramic Manufacturing Co. 

tures between - 40 and 0 DC are attained by supply. 
ing heat through a disk-shaped heater element (not 
shown) which r ests on top of the silver can, B. A 
control thermocouple is also located in B near this 
heater. A flow of dried nitrogen gas is maintained 
in the holder to prevent the condensation of moisture 
at low temperatures, and to inhibit oxidation at all 
temperatures. 

To assure accurate capacitance measurements 
using the substitution technique, a swiLch, I , was 
placed in the coaxial line. This swi tch consists of 
a spring contact, rtttached to the lower end of the 
rod, M. The spring switch is so co nstructed that its 
movable end is normally in contact with a grounded 
adjustable screw, proj ecting from the tubular shield. 
The switch is operated by a thumb screw having a 
T eflon tip which pushes the spring into contact with 
the cen ter lead . The" open" and" closed" positions 
of the spring are fixed and highly reproducible thus 
ass LU'ing negligible error in the capacitance determi
na tion. 

Though i t was unnecessary in the present investi
gation, Lhe stainless teel electrodes were electro
plated to prevent their oxidation when operating in 
air neal' 500 DC. (Such oxidation would inLl'oduce a 
resistance in series with the specimen.) Gold 
plated over nickel appeared to be excellent, bu t with 
continued use at the high temperatures, t he gold 
color slowly disappeared. The surface remained 
sufficiently conducting, however, so that no ap
preciable errors were introduced. 

The oppo ing surface of the electrodes were lapped 
optically flat to within a few wavelengths of light 
before they were plated. After being plated they 
were again lapped to remove the unevenne s of t he 
plating . After assembly, the surfaces of the elec
t rodes were made parallel by adjusting the nuts 
above and below the Stuprtlith disk. 

Modification of this holder to incorporate a g uard 
ring is discussed in appendix 5.3a. 

c. Preparation of Disk Specimens for Measurement 

Specimen stock was carefully selected to be free of 
foreign matter and voids. After determination of 
the radius r and thickness t of the disk specimens, 
they were carefully wiped, and cleaned if necessary. 
Care was taken to use no materials in cleaning which 
sorbed into the specimens. (In the case of PCTFE, 
warm water with detergent was found entirely 
satisfactory.) After rinsing and thoroughly drying, 
evaporated gold electrodes were applied in vacuo. 
Enough gold was applied (sometimes in several 
stages) to gi ve an edge-to-edge resis tance of less th an 
0.2 ohm as measured with point contacts. This 
assured that resistance effects due to the gold coat
ings would not affect the loss measurements even up 
to 10 M c/s. Such evaporated gold electrodes ad
hered well to the specimens. The specimens were 
always flat enough so that very numerous contacLs 
between the electrodes and the gold specimen coaLing 
were assured when the specimen was in the holder. 

The position of the disk specimen, V, in the 
micrometer holder is shown in figure 26. The speci
men radius is kept less than the electrode radius by 
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an a~ount 2t, so that the edge capacitance will be 
unaffected by the presence of the specimen, and to 
assure that the specimen is in the uniform field 
region. 
d . Method of Computing the Dielectric Constant and Loss Index 

(Disk Specimens) 

In all measurements of the dielectric constant of 
POTFE specimen~ 0.80, 0.44, and 0.73 using this 
holder, the followmg method was used to calculate 
f.' from the capacita;nce measurement. (The proce
dures used for speClmen 0.12 and 0.0 are given in 
app~ndixes 5.4 an~ 5.3 respectively). 

FIrst, the capaCltaJ?-ce of the empty holder, CH , is 
measured as :;t functIOn of electrode separation, tHo 
For two-termmal measurements using the General 
Radio 716- 0 bridge or the Boonton Q-meter the ca
paci~ance . CH includ~s all capacitance bey~nd the 
coaxIal SWItch. In thls case, CH consists of the sum of 
CL (fixed lead capacitance) , Ca (direct capacitance 
between the electrodes, f.of.'rvAl{l tH),22 and C (inter-
ltd " l '" e e ec 1'0 e ec ge capaCItance). For three-terminal 

measurements using the low-frequency apparatus CH 

is the sum of Ca and Ce only. 
. If Cp rep~esents the equi-:alent parallel capacitance 

of the specImen then the dIelectnc constant €' of the 
material can be computed from the ratio C IC 
where Cv is the vacuum capacitance of the speci~en v 
€oAl t (see eq (3) ). Assuming CL and Ce to b~ 
unchapged by the pr~sen ce of the specimen, the 
capaCltan ce measured wIth the specimen in the holder 
Cx, may ?e e,xpressed as the. sum of Cp + CH-CA: 
where CA IS €o€ NA /tH' the capaCltance across that area 
A, of th~ electrodes !low occupied by the specimen: 
but prevlOusly occuPIed by dry nitrogen. (With the 
electrodes of the holder in contact with the specimen 
the electrode separation tl{ will in general be slightly 
l~rger th~n the specimen th ickness t. ) Th e expres
SIOn for € may be written : 

f.' Cp CX-CH+CA=CX-CI{+ tf.~, <:~",cX-CIf+ J....23 
Cv Cv C. tl{ - Cv tH 

(A- l) 
The r~tio tl tH is always slightly less than unity. 

For specll:nens about 0.2 cm thick, tl tl{ may be about 
0.99. ThIS departure from unity is due to slio'ht sur
face irregularities resulting from warpin o. or ~neven
ness,. and the thicl~ness of the conductive coating 
apphed to the speClmen. 

Equation (A- I) is applicable to measurements 
made at all temperatures provided the variation of 
CH (at constant tlf) with temperature is known. It 
~las been determined that CIf varies with temperature 
ill such a way that the variation can be ascribed to 
the calculable change in electrode area. 

The loss index is determined for the measured 
paI'all~1 resistance, R p, of the specimen from the 
equatIOn 

1/ 1 
f. = ---. 

wRp Cv 
(A- 2) 

22 A flow of dry ni trogen gas is maintained in the specimen holder so that the 
relative dielectric constant of nitrogen, E~ , appears in the expression for Ca. 

23 The error int roduced in eq (A- I) by setting . '" equal to unity is only 0.02% 
f?r the specimens conSidered, for which .'~2.5 and t/tll~l. We shall therefore set 
EN equal to unity in the follo wing discussions . 

e . Accuracy of Measurements of . ' for PCTFE Disk Specimens 
0.80, 0.44, and 0.73 

.The following discussion is given in order to deter
m~ne how accurately €' may be measured using the 
mICrometer holder and techniques described above. 
(From eq ,(A- 2) ;ve s~e that the accuracy of €" will 
be determll1ed pnmanly by the accuracy with which 
Rp can be measured. This depends primarily upon 
th~ me.asuring instrument. The ability of the meas
urmg illstruments to measure Rp is discussed in 
appendix 6, and estimates of the accuracy of €" 

given there.) 
The accuracy with which f.' may be determined 

depends upon a l1lilllber of factors , as can be seen 
from eq (A-I). We shall now rewrite eq (A-I ) in 
terms of the independent variables involved and 
compute o€', the errol' in E', from the equation 

'~I O€' I Of. - L..J O Xi OXi (A-3) 

where the Xi are the independent variables and OX; 

is the uncertainty in x/ . 
Note that the accuracy of OH (the capacitance of 

the empty holder at separation tH ) depends upon two 
factors- the accuracy with which the measurino' 
device can measure capacitance, and the abili ty t~ 
reproducibly set the separation of the eleetrodes to 
tH with the specimen removed. These two effects 
may be approximately separated by writing CH as 

(A-4) 

Any error in tff will be reflect-ed in the term €oAH/tl{ 
where AH is the area of the holder's electrodes, while 
the error of the capacitance measuring device may be 
thought of as affecting the term (CL + Ce) which is 
essentially independent of tHo ' 

Equation (A-I ) may now be rewritten in the form : 

(A-5) 

The independently measured variables are V the 
volume of the specimen; A, the area of the speci~len; 
tH, and (Cx-CL-Ce). 

Since 

(A- 6) 

O~' 1 
o (Ox-CL -Oe) = C: 

and 
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eq (A- 3) beeomes: 

Ot' = €' oV +(2t' _..£) 20d + O(('x- ('[_- ('e) 
V if{ d 0 , 

+(AH_l) ..£ otH, (A- 7) 
A IH if[ 

where cl is the diameter of the specimen . 
. Since ~ ,~as determined by the buoyancy tech

mque, It IS gIVen by 

We may 'write 

V liV(a lr)- liV(waler) 
P(water) 

oV _ oW(a lr)+oliV(water) + OP (water) 

11 - V P (wa ter) P (wa ter) . 
(A- S) 

The balance employed is accurate to 0.0001 g, and 
the density of water may eas ily be obtained to an 
accuracy of 0.00002 g/cm3, therefore OTV(alr) = OW(I'at.er) 
= 0.0001 g and oP(water)= 0.00002 g/cm3 . Since P(water) 
~ 1 g/cm3 we have, 

o~ = O . OO~ cm3 +0.00002. 

Although d could be m easured to 0.0001 cm by the 
travelin g microscope employed , in general the speci
mens were not pedectly cyli ndrical. The diam eter 
of specimens 0.80, 0.44 , and 0.73 varied from point 
to poinL b y as m uclt as 0.001 cm rrom t l1 cir respective 
average valucs. Accordingl~T , oel is 0.001 cm. 

tH can be measured using a mi crometer to an accu
racy of at least 0.0002 cm , so t hat MH is 0.0002 cm. 

vVe can now evaluate the accuracy of m easure
ments of / performed on the specimens whose dimen
sions are given in table l. Specimens O.SOA and 
0.44A arc quite similar in physical dimensions so 
that rough average values may be assigned for the 
quantities necessary to compute Ot' from eq (A- 7) 
for these two specimens. The assigned values are: 
€' = 3, t= tH= 0.2 cm, A= 14.5 cm 2 , Ov= 6.3 pf, el= 4.3 
cm, V = 2.9 cm 3, and for our 2-in.-diam electrodes 
A H = 20 cm2 • Using these values, eq (A- 7) gives 

(A- 9) 

The term o( Cx- OL - Oe) depends upon the accuracy 
of the capacitance measurement. ]n the case of the 
low-froq uency bridge and the Schering bridge 
(described lator) this is about (0.05%+ 0.002p1"). 
Ot' then becomes 

This uncertainty in the value of t' (0.16 percent) is 
the maximum error of t' . The probable error is of 
course smaller, since some of the factors may tend to 
cancel one other. 

H t he Q-meter is employed, t he error in the 
capacitance measurement may be as high as O.OS pC 
For specimens 0.80A and 0.44A t his gi ves 

Ot' = 0.00291 + 0.0127 ~ 0.016, 

corresponding to a maximum error of 0.5 percent in 
t' . The Q-meter is of course less accurate than t llC 
bridges employed at lower frequencies . 

The error involved in measuremen Ls of t' on 
specimens O. SOB, 0.44B, and 0.73 may be sinliJarly 
calculated. These specimens have quiLe similar 
pl1ysical dimensions. Assumin g that t' = 3, t = tH = 
0.2 cm,A = 5 cm2, 0 .= 2.2 pr, d = 2.5 Clll , V = l em3, 

and A H = 20 cm2, we have from eq (A-7) , 

(A- IO) 

1£ the low-frequency bridge or Schering bridge is 
employed we have: 

O€' = 0.00766+ 0.006~iO.002 0.0116 . 

rr the Q-meter is used, 

From Lhe above considerations it is appa rent that 
t he da,ta obL<tin ed from specimens O.SOA and 0.44A 
are more accurate tlHLn the data frolll specimens 
9·80B, 0.44B, <tne! 0.73. In Lhis re~arcl we shall now 
lI1dlCfLte Lhe frequen cy range over which dielectric 
measuremen Ls were nMc! e upon t he va rious incli vic! ual 
specim ens. Measurements on specimens 0.80A and 
0.44A were m~de usin g t he Scherin g bridge and t he 
Q-meter covenng the rrequency intervfLl 1'1"0111 50 cis 
to 10 M c/s. These specimens were then cut down 
in diameter to form O.SOB and 0.44B, which were 
measured using the re-entrant cavity and t he low
frequency bridge (0.01 to 200 ciS). The values of 
t' obtained using the low-frequency bridge on these 
specimens have a possible error of about 0.4 percent, 
as compared to an error of 0.16 percen t in the data 
taken on specimens O. SOA and 0.44A with the Scher
ing bridge. Occasional discrepancies between the 
two sets of t' data were then remedied by shiftin o' the 
low-frequency data by a constant amount to n~atch 
that from the Schering bridge in the region of over
lap (50 to 200 cis). Since both sets of data are 
internally cons~stent to mu~h better than 0.1 percent, 
then the error m the resultmg €' values for specimens 
0.80 and specimens 0.44 is about 0.16 percent in the 
frequency interval from 0.1 cis to 100 kc/s. From 
100 kc/s to 10 Mc/s the uncertainty may be as high 
as 0.5 percen t. 24 

24 A deta iled comparison or the . ' values obtained by the two-terminal m ethod 
for \li s~ spe~imens described hm:o, ancl three-terminal measurements on specim ens 
of SImilar Size, has been made m Our laboratory on a number of materials with 
moderate to low dielectric constants. Several of these h ad properties resembling 
PCTFE . These results, carried out from ]00 cis to 100 kcls, clearl y sllow that 
tile two- and three·terminal method s give . ' values tllat generally agree to within 
2 parts in 1,000, the error being random. It is clear from this ancl si milar studies 
at lower frequencies [5J that the results on the disk specimens of PCTFE are free 
from fringing effects. 
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At all temperatures the ~' data obtained on speci
mens 0.80A and 0.80B under the same experimental 
conditions agreed to within 0.01. The data taken 
on specimens 0.44A and 0.44B, while showing equally 
good agreement at temperatures below 50°C, de
viated by as much as 0.027, or about 1 percent at 
118°C. It is possible that these more amorphous 
specimens may have become distorted at these 
elevated temperatures due to the slight compressive 
force of the electrodes. In any event, average values 
are given in this temperature region so that the error 
may be as high as about 0.5 percent. 

The accuracy of measurements of ~' for specimen 
0.73 has been previously discussed. In this case 
occasional mismatches in e' values obtained on the 
low-frequency bridge and on the Schering bridge 
were remedied by shifting both sets of data to their 
average value in the region of overlapping frequency. 
The maximum shift in e' required to match the data 
at any temperature was 0.004 or about 0.1 percent. 
The maximum uncertainty was previously calculated 
as about 0.4 percent in the frequency interval from 
0.1 cis to 100 kc/s and about 1.5 percent from 100 
kc/s to 10 Mc/s. 

Measurements of the liquid specimen are discussed 
in appendix 5.3, while a detailed consideration of 
the accuracy of thin film measurements is given 
in appendix 5.4. 

5.3. Measurements on Pure Liquid (Specimen 0 .0). 
Three·Te rminal Modification of Micrometer Holder 

Above its melting temperature (224 ± 1°C, [7]) 
PCTFE is a very viscous liquid. Although gross 
deformation of the specimen did not take place in 
dielectric measurements up to 250°C, there was 
sufficient change of the specimen's area due to 
deformation to cause some doubt as to the accuracy 
of the results obtained using the technique of 
measurement outlined in appendix 5.2. To remove 
this uncertainty in the area, the specimen holder 
was equipped with a guard ring. With this arrange
ment three-terminal measurements were made upon 
a specimen of PCTFE (specimen 0.0) whose di
ameter was greater than that of the inside diameter 
of the guard ring. Changes in the specimen's area 
became unimportant since the area involved in 
computin~ Ov was then the equivalent area of the 
guarded electrode [38]. 

Q. Holder Modifications, G uard Ring 

The following is a brief description of the modi
fication of the specimen holder, previously discussed 
in section 5.1b. 

A stainless steel guard ring was attached to the 
movable electrode by four 0.125-in.-diam sapphire 
rods which pass horizontally through the guard 
ring and into the guarded electrode at 90° intervals. 
The sapphire rods were fitted tightly into carefully 
machined holes and held the guard ring in place 
with good rigidity. 

The gap width between the guarded and guard 
electrodes was 0.0499 cm. The guard ring was 
grounded through a silver wire. 

The diameter of the fixed unguarded electrode 
was increased to match the outside diameter of the 
guard ring (6.46 cm) by attaching a stainless steel 
circular plate to the smaller fixed electrode. This 
plate was machined so that a large shoulder extends 
down over the edge of the smaller electrode, serving 
to center the plate accurately on the smaller elec
trode. The plate and smaller electrode are tightly 
held together by three screws which pass horizontally 
through tapped holes in the shoulder and bear 
against a groove on the side of the smaller electrode. 

All metal parts are made of stainless steel and 
have been gold plated. 

In order to increase the electrical resistance be
tween the movable guarded electrode and the ceramic 
plate which supports it, fused silica washers and 
spacers have been installed between all areas of con
tact. 

This guarded electrode arrangement has been 
used only up to 250°C. There is no apparent reason, 
however, why it could not be employed up to 500 °C. 

h. Experimenta l Procedures 

The specimen employed (specimen 0.0) was a disk 
about 5.4 cm in diameter and 0.2 cm thick. No 
surface electrodes were applied, since after heating to 
250°C the specimen and electrodes made good ad
hesive contact. 

The dielectric measurements were first made near 
250 °C, then near 220°C, then near 200 °C. Meas
urements at 200°C, where the specimen is in the 
supercooled liquid state, must be made as rapidly as 
possible since crystallization will become noticeable 
after about an hour (7]. Furthermore, since deg
radation takes place after prolonged exposure to 
temperatures above the melting point, these meas
urements were performed as rapidly as possible and 
in a nitrogen atmosphere. 

The imminence of crystallization at one thermal 
extreme and the possibility of degradation at the 
other, made it unwise to take the time to cover more 
than a limited portion of the frequency spectrum. 
Three-terminal measurements were made only be
tween 20 and 200 cis. 

Knowing the capacitance, On, as a function of the 
electrode separation, tH' from experiment, the dielec
tric constant can be computed from the measured 
capacitance, Ox, by the equation 

(A-H) 

c. Accuracy 

The error involved in the determination of e' is 
given by 

(A-12) 

The quantity 00 H consists of two·Y parts: (a) the 
bridge uncertainty ± (0.05% + 0.002 pf) and (b) 
the error due to our uncertainty in the value of tH 
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(0.0002 cm). Therefore 

o 0J[=0.002 pf+0.0005 OJ[+ OH Ott;. (A-l 3) 

ince OH = 8.4 pI and tH = 0.22 cm this becomes 

00H = (0.002+0.004+ 0.0076) pf = 0.0136 pI 
(A- 14) 

Substituting this into eq (A- I 2) , with Cx~22 pi, and 
00,,,= ± (0.05%+0.002 pf) gives 

oe' 
- , =0.0006 + 0.0016 = 0.0022. 
E 

(A-15) 

Therefore the calculated percentage error is 0.22 
percent. 

This apparent accuracy will be achieved however, 
only under ideal conditions, in particular only if the 
specimen and the electrodes make perfect contact. 
Inspection of the surface of the specimen afLer re
moval from the holder 25 showed no signs of bubbles 
or irregularitics, indicating that the contact with 
the electrodes was good. To be safe, however, the 
uncertainty in the values of e' given in table 6 is 
stated as ± 0.5 percent. 

5.4. Thin Film Measurements (Specimen 0.12) 

It is difficult to determine Lhe dielectric properties 
of thin films wiLh high accuracy. The most accuraLe 
resulLs appear Lo be obtained by using the liquid dis
placement technique. This involves computing the 
dielectric properties of the specimen from the change 
in capacitance and resistance which results when the 
film is placed between the plates of a test cell con
taining a nonsolvent liquid whose dielectric properties 
are known. A complete description of this method is 
given elsewhere [39]. For the present application 
such a procedure was not adopted since it would 
have substantially prolonged the experimental phase 
of this investigation. Tbe measurements of thin 
films reported here were made using the specimen 
holder with the guard ring attached as described in 
sec. 5.2. Three-terminal measurements were made 
up to 200 c/s using the low-frequency bridge modified 
to measure higher values of capacitance and conduct
ance. Two-terminal measurements were made 
between 50 c/s and 200 kc/s after shorting the guarded 
electrode to ground. 

The specimen was cut from a quenched thin film to 
have a diameter greater than that of the holder's 
guarded electrode. A guarded specimen electrode 
(slightly smaller than that of the holder's), a guard 
ring, and an unguarded electrode were applied to the 
specimen with silver conducting paint. Evaporated 
gold was not used because it was feared that the 
specimen might be excessively heated at its surface 
and thus crystallize locally. (The series resistance 
"It was necessary to dip the electrode assembly into liquid N, in order to 

remove the specimen from between the electrodes. This severe thermal shock 
did no apparent damage to either the specimen or the electrodes. The sapphiro 
rods holding the guard ring in place were removed prior to this thermal shock. 

of the conducting paint led to no perceptible anoma
lous behavior in the measured loss up to 200 kc/s.) 
The specimen's average thickness, t= 0.01464 cm, 
was determined using the buoyancy technique 
(sec. 2.3) before applying the surIacc electrodes. 

a. Three-Terminal Measurements on Films 

The basic equation used to compute thc dieleeLric 
constant from the three-terminal measurements is: 

e'm=Ox/O., (A-16) 

where Ox is the measured tlu'ee-terminal capacitance 
of the holder with the specimen between the elec
trodes and O. is the vacuum capacitance computed 
using the specimen's average thickness and the area 
of the holder's electrodes. This equation, however, 
neglects several factors which require closer inspecton 
when thin films are considered. 

Surface Irregularities. Surface irregularities or 
roughness may become an important consideration 
where thin films are concerned since there it leads to 
a proportionally greater percentage variation in the 
thickness of the specimen. The effect of such 
irregulariLies is treated below in an approximate 
manner. 

Let the plane surface area of a disk-shaped speci
men be divided by a grid coordinate system inLo n 
small areas, each with area t.A. Assuming that the 
field in the dielectric is everywhere perpendicular to 
the plane of the faces, then Lhc total parallel capaci
tance of Lhe syslem, Opm, becomes: 

(A-17) 

H ere tt is the separation beLween Lhe faces at the ith 
segment of area. 

The average thickness, t, dcLermined by the 
bouyancy method is 

1 n 
t=- ~ t t. 

n i = 1 

Since tt may be vvriLLen as 

[ ti-tJ t t= t + (ti - t)=t I+- t- , 

(A-18) 

(A-19) 

then if l /tt is expanded in a binomial series, Opm 
becomes: 

Opm= e' eo;t.A (I+~ ~ [Ci-; ty -Ct-;ty + .. .J) 
(A- 20) 

Dropping cubed and higher order terms and letting 
nt.A= A we have 26 

(A-21) 

,. Oalculation of the effects of surface Irregularities with eq (A-21) wiJllead to 
a lower limit to the actual capaCitance. It will be sufficiently accurate provided 
the surface is reasonably smooth, possessing very felV sharp discontinuitie,., and 
also provided the unduiations of the surface have "wavelengths" considerably 
greater than the specimen's thickness. 
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Hcrc Cp is th e parallel capacitance of the specimen 
calculated using the average thickness and (J is the 
standard deviation [rom the average thickness 
defined as: 

[ 
n ]1/2 

(J= ~ (~_ t)2 • 
(A- 22) 

Dividing eq (A- 21) by C. gives 

(A-23) 

where E;" is the apparent or measured dielectric 
constan t and E' is the true value. This result shows 
that surface irregulari ties will always give rise to an 
apparent increase in the dielectric constan t. Th e 
extent of the increase is governed by th e square of 
the ratio ((Jlt) and will therefore be more significant 
the thinner the specimen. 

A convenient method of roughly evaluating (J is 
through micrometer measurements. Assuming that 
N micrometer readings are taken over th e surface of 
the specimen, then the standard deviation , Un of 
these readings, tm , from the true mean, t, is 

[
N JI/2 

(JT= ~l (~_ t)2 . 
(A- 24) 

Since in most cases, (JT will be slightly greater than 
(J, use of UT in place of (J will set an upper limi t for 
the effect of surface irregularities. This method is 
eq ually applicable to spccimens whose surfaces are 
slightly tilted. 

For specimen 0.12, on the basis of some forty 
micrometer r eadings, (JT was found to be 0.00107 cm, 
so that ((JT Il)2 is 0.0053. Therefo re, to corrcct for 
the effect of surface irregularities, the measured 
value of E' was reduced by about 0.5 per cent. 

Effects oj specimen electrodes. It is obvious that 
for very thin specimens the thickness of the guarded 
surface clectrode painted on the specimen may be
come important. If this electrode is sufficiently 
t hick , a slight fringing field will be set up at its edge, 
tending to increase the capacitance. 

Since the surface electrodes were about 0.0048 cm 
thick, and the specimen 's thickness was only 0.01464 
cm, a calculation of the possible magnitude of this 
effect was made. 

Adopting an equation of W . R. Smythe [40J to 
describe the situation at hand, it was found that the 
capacitance increase due to the edge of the painted 
electrode was only about 0.07 percent of the total 
capacitance. 

A far more important effect than t his is produced 
by the fact that the area of the painted guarded 
electrode was smaller by about 7.4 percent than the 
area of the guarded electrode of the specimen holder. 
This leaves an air gap between the specimen and the 
holder's electrode in the uncoated region. The effect 
of this air gap is to r educe the measured capacitance, 
0 1' equivalently, to lower the calcula ted value of E'. 

A calculation showed that the measured value of 
E' s hould be increased on the average 3.5 percent to 
compensatc for this uncoated area. This correction 
is slightly dependent on E' and this dependence was 
included in the calculated correction . 

Summary . Surface irregulari ties can be corrected 
for by r ed ucing E':' by 0.5 percent. The effects of the 
air film near the edge of the guarded electrode may 
be corrected for by increasing E':' by 3.5 percen t. The 
small fringing capacitance from the edge of the 
painted guarded electrode may be compensated for 
by decreasing E':' by about 0.1 percent. Therefore, 
summing these, the true value of E' is attained by 
increasing E':' by abou t 2.9 percent. The values of 
dielectric constan t for specimcn 0.12 reported in 
table 5 include these corrections. The accuracy of 
the r eported values of E' is estimated to be about ± 1 
percent. 

b . Two-Terminal Measurements of Films 

As indicated earlier, two-terminal measuremen ts 
on specimen 0.12 were made up to 200 kcls by short
ing the guarded electrode to ground. Corrections 
were applied to the two-terminal measurements to 
compensate for the same factors which influenced 
the thTee-terminal m easuremen ts discussed above. 
The corrections to E' (about 7%) were larger, how
ever , due to the air film near the specimen 's edge . 
After correction, t he two-terminal and three-terminal 
measurements in the region of overlapping fre
quencies agreed to within 1 pereent. The two
terminal data, which con tained larger corrections, 
were than shifted to match the presumably more 
accurate three-terminal data. 

c. Corrections to ." 

By methods similar to those discussed in section 
5.4a, the effects of the factors mentioned upon meas
til'ements of E" were calculated and corrected . The 
net correction to the three-terminal measurements 
of E" was about a 4.5 percent increase. Two- terminal 
measurements required corrections near 14 percent. 
The accuracy of t he valu es in E" given in table 5 is 
about ± 3 percen t. 

6. Appendix. Impe da nce - Me a su r ing 
Devices Covering 0.01 cis to 10 Mcls for 
Use with Micrometer Specimen Holder 

Three different instruments were employed to 
measure the dielectric properties of the PCTFE 
specimens over the broad frequency range from 0.1 
to 107 cis with the micrometer specimen holder. 
The following sections give discussions of each of 
th ese instruments, including their accuracy. Esti
mates of the accuracy of the E" meaSUTements are 
given special emphasis. 

6 .1. Ultra -Low-Frequency Bridge 

The low-frequency bridge operates in the fre
quency range of 0.01 to 200 cis. It measures 
parallel capacitances between 0 and 100 pf, and 
conductances between 10- 9 and 10- 15 mhos. Under 
suitttble conditions accuracies of ± (0.05 percent 
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+ 0.002 pf) in capacitance and about ± (1 percent 
+ 31 X 10- 15 mhos) in conductance are achieved. 
(Here j is the frequency in c/s .) The dielectric 
constant, ~', of a material can therefore be deter
mined to an accuracy proportional to that of the 
capacitance measurements. The loss index is meas
ured to an accuracy of about ± (1 % + 5 X 1O-4/G.) 
where G, is the equivalent vacuum capacitance ex-
pressed in pI. . . . . 

The low-frequency bndge employed IS SImIlar to 
the bridge of Weingarten [41] which is described also 
by H eroux [42]. It is a three-terminal devic~, b~t 
it is unnecessary to balance a separate guard CIrCUlt. 
A complete description and demonstration of the 
capabilities of the low-frequency apparatus employed 
here is given elsewhere [5]. 

6 .2 . Schering Bridge 
A modified General Radio type 716- C Schering 

bridge is employed in the frequency range of 50 cis 
to 200 kc/s. The bridge was modified as follows. 
The 100- to 1100-pf variable capacitor was removed 
from the bridge and replaced by a dual range (25 
to 110 pI and 250 to 1100 pI) variable cap'acitor. 
This modification allows greater accuracy m the 
meaSUTement of both low capacitances and low con
ductances. The capacitor is equipped with an addi
tional reduction gear and scale which allows one to 
meaSUTe capacitances to a precision of 0.001 p[ on 
the low range. . 

The substitution method is employed. CapacI
tances may be measw-ed on the low range to an 
accuracy of about ± (0.05 percent + 0.002 pf) once 
the m easuring capacitor is calibrated. The loss 
index E" may be measured to an accuracy of about 
± (2 percent + 1 X 10- 3/G,) where G • . i~ in pf. . 

In order to realize the full capabIlIty of t Ins 
apparaLus in the measurement of capacitance it is 
necessary to use rigid coaxial leads to connect th e 
bridge and. specime~ holder. TIlis minimizes th e 
small erratIc capacItance changes due to small 
physical motions which may occur if flexible coaxial 
leads arc employed. 

Adequate sensitivity is provided by a tunable n.ull 
indicator (Rhode and Schwarz Type UBM) wIth 
only 15 v applied to the bridge by the signal generator 
(Hewlett Packard, Model 200- C). 

6.3. Q-Meter 
In the frequency range of 100 kc/s to 10 Mc/s a 

Boonton Radio Corporation type 160- A Q-meter is 
employed. This instrument h as been modified and 
is now equipped with a "b.Q-meter" to facilitate 
more sensitive measurements on low values of par
allel conductances. The b.Q-meter also allows one 
to tune more accurately to the resonance peak. 

Since we attempted to achieve accuracies greater 
than those which the instrument was designed to 
deliver, special mention of the calibration procedure 
employed is given here. 

a . Calibration and Operation 

Firs t the parallel variable resonating capacitors 
are calibrated as follows. (All operations are best 

carried out with the Q-meter turned on and in 
warmed up condition.) The main capacitor is care
fully set 27 on its lowest indicated value (30 pf). 
WiLh the vernier capacitor carefully et to zero, the 
capacitance terminals are connected to th e Schering 
bridge which is then balanced at a frequen cy near 
1 kc/s. rrhe frequency 1 kc/s is chosen so as to 
avoid inducLive effects in the leads connccting the 
Q-meLer and bridge. Now th e setting of Lhe main 
capacitor of the (I-meter is increased, carefully set
ting 5 pf high er on the scale. The ehano-e in actual 
capacitance required to rebalance the Schering bridge 
gives the capacitance change betv,reen these two 
settings . This procedure is then repeated fLt each 
5-pf in terval along the scale until the required range 
is covered. Thus a relative calibration of the main 
capacitor is achieved. The vernier capacitor (sc81e 
reads -3 to + 3 pI) is similarly cfLlibrated at each 
O.I-pf setting. 

With the resonating capaciLors now calibrated at 
1 kc/s we make the assumption that this cfLlibration 
remains eonsLant with frequency up to 10 Mc/s. 
The problem of series inducLance and resistance in 
the leads to th e sample holder will be discussed later. 
Before doing so however, let us first outline the 
operational procedure followed in measurements of 
unknown impedances. 

The micrometer specimen holder (previously de
scribed) containing the specimen is connected to the 
Q-meter through rigid coaxifllieads which should be 
as shor t as possible. With the switch I of figure 26 
open, Lhe Q-meLer is roughly resonated at Lhe se
lected frequency by suiLable choice of the coil and 
by varying Lhe main capacitance setLing: ~ext ~he 
main capacitor is se t Lo the nCflresL 5-pf cflllbraLlOn 
point and resonance achieved by fLdjusting Lhe ver
nier. The Q reading is t hen recorded (QI) as well 
as the readings of the capacitors which when cor
rected and summed give a capacitance 0 1. Now 
the switch I is closed . Resonance is restored by 
decreasing G. At resonance, with tbe unknown in, 
the Q reading (Q2) is recorded as well as the cor
rected capacitance reading, O2• The measur~d pa~'
allel cfLpacitance to ground beyond the SWItch IS 
s imply Gk[= G1- G2 from which the d~electric con
stant of the unknown may be determmed from eq 
(A- I) by setting Ox= Glo{ (if lead inductanc: is 
neglected) . The loss index of th e unknown is gIven 
by 

(A-25) 

where GT is the total capacitance required to resonate 
the coil at the operating frequency. (GT lllay be 
determined separately.) 

b. Accuracy 

The accuracy with which capacitance can .be 
measmed is limited essentially by the accuracy WIth 

21 The Q·meter has been equipped with a device to eliminate the effect of 
parallax from the reading of the main capacitor. This device consists of a one 
inch length of ~-in.-o .d. polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) rod which has been 
split and one-half mounted over the fiducial line of the capaCitor . . A fine 
line has been inscribed on the outer rounded surface of the PMMA sectIOn par
allel to the fiducial line. With this device the cap aCitor can be set at calibrated 
values up to 100 pf to within ±O.Ol pI. 
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which the main capacitor can be set to the calibrated 
5-pf intervals. With care this setting is reproducible 
to ± 0.01 pf up to about 100 pf. Since the substitu
tion method is employed the capacitance can be 
measured to an accuracy of about ± 0.02 pI. 

One may compute the error in e" (oe" ) using the 
general method of eq (A- 3). Equation (A- 25) in 
terms of independent variables becomes 

(A- 26) 

H ere /::,. Q, (QI - Q2), is an independent variable since 
it is indep endently measured using the /::,. Q-meter 
attachment. Neglecting the comparatively small 
uncertainty in Ov the following relationship is 
derived 

oe" = OQ1+ OQ2+ OUT + MQ. 
e" QI Q2 OT /::"Q 

(A- 27) 

The term OOT/OT is in general about 1pf/100 pI. 
The remaining three terms all consist of two parts. 
One part is the calibration errol' of the appropriate 
voltmeter (eith er the Q- or /::,.Q-voltmeter) which, in 
both cases, we assume is one percent. The other 
part is the resolution with which th e voltmeters can 
be r ead . The Q voltmeter can be read to about ± 1 
(full scale 250). The limit of resolut ion on the 
/::,.Q-voltmeter is about ± 0.2 (full scale 50). Assum
ing that QI~Q2~200 , 

oe" = 0 05+° .2 . 
e" . /::"Q (A-2S) 

Eliminating /::"Q by use of eq (A- 26) and substituting 
the above approximate numerical values gives 

(A=29) 

where 0 . is in picofarads. 

c . Lead Corrections 

Certain corrections due to series inductance and 
resistance become important at high frequencies. 

A lead inductance L in series with the holder 
capacitance Ox gives rise to an apparent capacitan ce 
OM which is given by the equation 

or 
OMX= OM- Ox= w2L OxOM = w2LOlvi /(1 + w2LO"f)' 

(A- 30) 

Furthermore, a resistance R s in series with the 
equivalent capacitance OM gives rise to a loss tangent 
for the empty holder given by the expression 

(tano).= wRSOM= g: (~2-(~) ' (A-31) 

D efining /::,.(1 /Q) . as the (I /Q2- 1/Ql) observed when 
the holder contains no sample, eq (A- 3l) may be 
rewritten as 

/::,. (~) = wR sC'ir. 
Q . OT 

(A- 32) 

Thus for a particular coil (OT = constant), at a 
particular frequency, eqs (A- 30) and (A- 32) show 
that (OM-Ox) and /::,. (l /Q) are functions of OM and 
that experimentally derived plo ts of (OM - Ox) and 
/::,. (l /Q). versus OM can be used to correct for the 
effects of Land R s. For convenience (OM- Ox) is 
defined as OMX' 

Graphs of OMX and /::,. (l /Q). were obtained in the 
following manner. The capacitance Ox of the empty 
holder at a particular electrode separation was de
termined at 1 kc/s using the Schering bridge. The 
holder was then connected to the Q-meter and OM 
and /::,. (l /Q) . determined at the desired frequencies. 
This procedure was then repeated at different elec
trode separations so that values of Ox covering the 
desired range were measured. Completion of the 
experiment outlined above yielded data from which 
OMX and /::,. (l /Q). versus OlvI curves were drawn. 

The dielectric properties of a specimen were de
termined as follows. With the specimen in the holder 
OM and /::,. (l /Q)M were determined. OM is the change 
in capacitance required to reresonate the system after 
switching the holder out. /::,. (l /Q)M is the measured 
change in l /Q. From the appropriate calibration 
curve the value of OMX at the observed OM was ob
tained. Cx was ob tained from the equation 

(A- 33) 

The dielectric constan t of the specimen is then given 
byeq (A- I). 

The value of /::,. (l /Q). at the 0 bserved value of OM 
was obtained from the calibration curve. If R sx is 
the series resistance of the specimen then the meas
ured tan a is given by the approximate relation, 

tan OM= WOM (R s+ R sx gD= g: /::,. (~)M' (A- 34) 

where Op is the parallel capacitance of the specimen . 
From eqs (A- 31) and (A- 34) it is easy to show that 

In all the above equations it is assumed that tan a 
of the specimen is sufficiently small so that the equiv
alent parallel and series capacitance of the specimen 
are nearly the same. Values of tan Q up to 0.1 fulfill 
this restriction reasonably well. 

At frequencies above about 3 M c/s these correc
tions become significan t. The accuracy of the 
measurements is reduced in some cases because the 
magnitude of the correction approaches the speci
men 's contribution to the measured quantity. 
Measurements of capacitance may err by ± O.OS pf. 
The accuracy of loss index measurements becomes 
roughly ± (7 percent + 0.001 /0 .) where Ov is in pf. 
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7 . Appendix. High-Frequency Measure
ments (290 Mc js to 8.6 kMc js) 

Two separate instruments were used to determine 
E' an.d f." at high frequenc~es.. These arc brie11y 
descnbed below. The descnptlOn of these devices 
has been separated from that of instruments em
ployed at lower frequencies for tbe reason that the 
operating principle is quite differen t. 

7 .1. He-entrant Cavity 

F igure 27 shows a cross section of the re-elltrant 
:avi.ty .use~ for the measurements at 290 Mc/s. It 
IS sumlar 111 most respects to re-entrant cavities 

H -~ 

G==H~U 

FIGURE 27. 

A = Fixed electrode 
n = Mo vable electrode 
C = l\if icrometer screw 
D = Inpllt loop 
E = Dctcctor loop 

- [ 

J 

-D 

~==fh= H 
---C::::=*'== G 

c 

The re-entrant cavity. 

F =IIeater clements 
G =He~ter wires 
lI = Thermocouple wires 
1 = Ceramic insulator 
J = Mo vable short 
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described previously by Pany [43], Works [44], and 
Reynolds [45] . One feature which distinguishes 
this instrument is the variable length of the cavity 
effected by means of a sliding short (J in the dia
gram). This feature allows more flexibility in the 
selection of sample size and resonant frequency than 
is possible in a ea vi ty of .fixe~ length. I t also simpli
fi.es t lte ca,pacitance cahbratlOn: The short is with
drawn to the uppermost end of the cavity where it 
is insulated from the upper conductor by a ceramic 
insulator I. In this configuration it is pos ible to 
meas ure the interclectrode capacitance as a function 
of the m icrometer setting using a Scheting bridge 
at 1 kc/s. 

Measurements at te mperatures above room tem
perat ure were achieved by means of heaters inside 
the ends of t lte electrodes. The end pieces could be 
maintained at temperatures up to 150 °C by separate 
control of the electrode heaters, G, using thermo
couples, H , in each electrode . The interelectrode 
capacitance became somewhat uncertain at tempera
tures much above 150 °C due to thermal fluctuations 
along the supporting cylinders. 

A block diagram of the cavity and the associated 
equipmen t is shown in figure 28. A Rollin Model 
30A signftl generator ened as a signal source. As 
indicated, this signal was mixed \vi tli that from a 
low power signal genern,tor operating within a few 
meg<tcycles of the reso nance frequency and the beat 
frequency was measured with a Collins radio receiver. 
Frequency changes of the driving generator were 
meas ured in t his manner to an acc uracy of 1 kc/s 
ouring the dielectric loss measuremen ts as described 
below. A 1 kc/s modulation was applied to the 
ignal source to facili tate detection. A bolometer 

and Hewlett Paclmrd standing wave indicator 
(Model 415- B) were used for detection. 

The measurements of dielectric constant and loss 
index were carried out in much the same manner as 
has been described by previous authors. The disk
sbaped specimen (O.80B or 0.44B) was placed be
tween t ile electrodes which then maintained a 
slight pressure on the specimen. The sliding short 

SIGNAL 

GENERATOR 

COMPARISON 

~ [ 

SIGNAL I--
GENERATOR 

RADIO I 
RECEIVER 

STANDING 
ri.......,,------! WAVE 

INDICATOR 

FIGURE 28. Block diagram of the re-entmnt cavity and an
cillary equipment. 



was adjusted to achieve resonance after the genera
tor had been set to the desired frequency. The 
electrode spacing was measured to an accuracy of 
about 1 p.. The sample was then removed and the 
electrode spacing readjusted to achieve resonance. 
From .the calibl'11: tion of the interelectrode capaci
tance It was posslble to compute the capacitance of 
the sample and thus the dielectric constant. 

Several methods have been described for measure
ments of the dielectric loss index. Essentially they 
are all one of two general types : in one case the () 
of the empty cavity and the cavity with the sample 
in place are mea,sured independently and thence the 
dissipation or the sample computed. An alternative 
method involves measurements of the Q of t he empty 
cavity and the compu tation of the Q of the cavity 
with the sample from comparison of the voltao'e at 
reasonance for the two conditions. The Q ""of a 
resonant cavity can be measured by obtainino' the 
~hape oj' the !'esonance curve ~ither by small ch~nges 
1I~ the capacItance ?f the c.a':lty or by small change 
o[ th~ f!'equency 01 the dnvmg generator. Due to 
the shdll1g short, the cavity could no t be equipped 
with a vernier capacitor such as Reynolds [45] used 
a nd the capacitance could only be changed by 
altering the ele~tl'ode spacing. The Q of the empty 
cavity was so hIgh that, in general, a change or in ter
electrode spacing of only a few microns was sufficient 
to achieve the half-resonance-voltage condition. 
Accurate determination or the Q of the empty cavity 
by' this method was out of the question. Obviously 
thlS method co uld not be used when a sample was 
in the cavity fixing the interelec.t .. rod.e spacin&. The 
frequency shift method was therefore used. The 
relation for computing the loss index is 

" (dC /d!) (t::.j2 - t::.jl ) 
E = . 

Cv,,/q- 1 
(A- 36) 

in which the differential dC/dj is determined by 
varying the electrode separation of the empty cavity 
(and thus the capacitance) by a small amount and 
observing the change in the resonance frequency 
over a narrow range near the frequency of the 
measurement. The quantities t::.jl, and t::.j2 are the 
frequency shifts from the resonant Jrequency for 
the empty and sample-loaded cavity required to 
observe a voltage Vr/...fIi where Vr is the peak resonant 
voltage. 

An alternate method of measuring dielectric loss. 
which is particularly suitable where the loss is small' 
involves the measurement of the ratio, (V]- V 2)/V/ 
where VI is the resonant voltage with the sample out 
and V~ that with the sample in the cavity. The 
relationship for computing th e loss is then 

(dC/dj)t::.jl(V1 - V 2) /V 2 

Cv·h-1 . (A-37) 

It is clear that where the difference (t::.j2- t::.j1) is 
small, i.e., the loss is small, this technique improves 
the accuracy of the measurement. The detection 
system used in this work gave the voltage difference 

in decib~ls, which ~as conveniently converted by 
means of the expreSSIOn 

V1 - V? r '1 (db)] ~=LantJ og 10 - 1. (A- 38) 

Where suitable, these two methods of measurement 
gave loss values in close agreement, rarely differing 
by more than 2 percent. 

The dielectric constants are estimated to be 
accurate to about 0.5 percent, the error being chiefly 
due to uncertainty of the interelectrode spacing of 
the empty cavity. The dielectric loss indexes are 
estimated to be accurate within 5 percent. In 
this. c~se the errors are principally due to sligh t 
deVIatIOns from square law detection and variations 
in output level of the signal generator, particularly 
with small changes in frequency . Both these 
sources of error could undoubtedly be reduced but 
it was believed that any real improvement in' per
formance would require an unjustifiable amount of 
effort. 

7.2. Microwave Apparatus 

The dielectric properties or PCTFE at micro
wave frequencies were determined at room tempera
ture (23°C) with a Microwave Dielectrometer 
(Model 2) , manufactured by Central Research 
Laboratories, Inc. 

The principle of the Dielectrometer h as been 
extensively discussed by Roberts, von Hippel, 
Westphal , and others [46,47]. The instrument has 
a slotted, circular waveguide which may be operated 
at frequencies of 1, 3, and 8.6 kMc/s. At 8.6 kMc/s 
the waveguide is excited in the TEll mode by reflex 
klystrons. At 1 and 3 ldvlc/s a center conductor 
is introduced so that the waveguide becomes a 
coaxial line, excited by klystrons in the TEM modes. 
One end of the waveguide is shorted, and the stand
ing wave is measured by a precision traveling probe, 
which acts as a square law detector. 

The introduction of a dielectric specimen, which 
fills the end of the waveguide and whieh presents 
plane. faces perpendicular to the waveguide axis, 
establIshes a new standll1g wave pattern. The 
traveling probe is used to determine the distance of 
the node from the shorted end, X o, and to determine 
the distance between double power points, t::.X. 
This information, together with the length of the 
dielectric specimen, d, and the distance between 
nodes in the guide }"/2, is used to determine the 
propogation constant of the specimen, "f: 

tanh "fd 
"fd 

. sin (71't::.X/t.. ) 
},. tan (271'X ofA) + J [1 +sin 2 (71't::.X/.\) ]l /2 

-271'd 1 . sin (71't::.X/.\) t (271'X o) . - ) an --
~1 + sin2 (71't::.X/.\) .\ 

(A- 39) 

Equation (A-39) is easily determined by transmission 
line theory [46]. After "f is determined we find the 
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dielectric properties from the equation. [46] 

(Xe)-2_(?!aY 
(Ae) 2+ (X) 2 ' 

, . " 
E - JE (A- 40) 

where the cu t off wavelength of the TEll mode at 
8.6 kMc/s is Ae= 43.43 mm, while the cut off wave
length of the TEM modes at 1 kMe/s and 3 kMe/s 
is Xc= ro . 

Small corrections due to the attenuation of the 
emp ty waveguide must be made to eqs (A- 39) and 
(A- 40) above. These corrections are described in 
the litera ture (see, e.g., Westphal [47].) 

The accuracy of the measurements require that 
the specimen be accurately machined so that the 
end of th e waveguide is fill ed snugly, wi th the plane 
Jaces perpendiculitr to the waveguide axis. Two 
cireu] ar cylindrical samples wer e made from stock of 
P CTFE. This stock had a specific volume of 
0.4657 crn3/g upon receipt. AI' LeI' a six-cl ay heat 
treatment where th e stock was held for extended 
periods at temperatures of 200 , 190, 180, and 170 
°C, the specific volume at 23 °C was decreased to 
0.4629 , which corresponds Lo a degree 01' crystallinity 
of 0.78 [4]. From this sLock Lwo righ t circular 
cylindrical specimens of 2.542-cm diam were 
machined with Lhe plane Jaces accurately pcr'pen
dieular to Lhe cylindrical axis. The specimen which 
was used at 8 .6 kMc/s had a length of ] .916 cm. 
The second specimen , used aL 1 and 3 leMc/s, h ad 
a length of 3 .179 em , and had an accurately con
centric center hole with a diameter of 0.950 em to 
fit the coaxial cenLer conductor of Lhe instrument. 

These specimens were then used for Lhe deLermina
tion of the di electric constan t an d loss index at room 
temperature at frequencies of ] , 3, and 8.6 leMc/s. 
The results a re included in table 2.28 

28 Berausc of til(' la rge sampl es tll<lt are frquircd for the m icrowave appara tuR, 
it was impossible to Qucnch them to ac hieve a cryst allin it y as low as th at of 
8pel'i men 0.44 . 
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